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AT HAVERFORD
Letters
An Open Letter to
Laurence Wylie
Dear Larry,
I much enjoyed your account of
moving into Margaret Mead's orbit
("Another Side of Mead," HORIZONS,
Winter 1985, p. 33).1t reminded me of
your conversation with her after you
returned from "a village in the Vaucluse." You may remember that dialogue, which occurred in my hearing
at a reception in the Common Room:
Larry: Do you know anyone who
would be interested in publishing a book about life in a
French village?
M.M.: Oh, I don't know. The problem
with a book about life in a
French village is that everybody will expect it be about
sex.
L.W.: Well, there is quite a lot of sex
in it.
M.M.: But surely not enough!
Regards,
Chuck Perry '36
Bryn Mawr, PA

Career Advice
Thank you for sending an extra
copy of HORIZONS with Eve Pell's
story about Tink and me. I trust that
the article will provide career counselors with one modest answer to the
perennial question, "What can one
do with a degree in philosophy?"
With all good wishes,
Russell Stetler '66
San Francisco, CA

Paula Singer

Changing Faces
Paula Singer, director of college
relations, resigned in February 1985 to
become director of public relations at
PRISM, a regional cable television
network. In her seven years at Haverford, five as director of college relations, Singer initiated or expanded a
variety of programs, including Parents' Day and the Andrew Silk journalism internship and workshop. She
edited the quarterly newsletter
Founders Bell (also the name of an
earlier Haverford publication) and
served as editor of HORIZONS for one
year. In addition to running a large
and active office and directing the

As of July 1, George N. Stavis '67
is director of alumni relations at the
College. Stavis comes to Haverford
from Santa Cruz, California, where he
directed the community center for the
city and county. He has also worked
at the Community Congress of Santa
Cruz, the William James Association
and the University of California at SantaCruz. He has been very active in
community service in the Santa Cruz
area. He has served as chair of the
city's housing advisory committee
and the housing rehabilitation loan
committee, vice-chair of the housing
development fund loan committee,
2
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Robert Alan Katz

work of many student assistants, she
managed the Sports Information Office. She also negotiated the filming of
the motion picture "Eddie and the
Cruisers" on the Haverford campus.
Sports Information Director Robert
Alan Katz resigned in February 1985.
Katz came to the College in 1981 after
serving as a sportswriter for several
newspapers. At Haverford he wrote
the Varsity Letter and contributed to
both Founders Bell and HORIZONS.
He also wrote the sports brochures for
the College and countless sports
news releases about student athletes.
He now works for the PRISM cable
network.

president of the board of directors of
the Santa Cruz City Civil Service Association, and as a member of the Cultural Council of Santa Cruz, among
other groups. In 1981, he was the recipient of the Outstanding Young Men
of America Award, given for distinguished community service. Stavis is
also a prize-winning banjo player, and
spent several years performing in,
composing for and managing a fiveperson band in Northern California.
Two brothers also attended Haverford: Benedict Stavis, class of '63,
and Robert L. Stavis, class of '69.

by Beverly J. Schwartzberg '84

CHRISTINE
HEINERICHS

A

fter 21 years of service to Haverford, Christine Heinerichs,
coordinator of Alumni Relations, retired in June. Chris's face is
familiar around the College, always
helpful and cheerful. After working in
the President's Office and then the
math department, Chris moved into
the Alumni Office in 1969, serving as
an assistant to Alumni Directors William E. Sheppard '36, Tim Bell, Howard Teaf, and John Gould '61. Friends
recall her sitting amid stacks of papers and folders on her desk in
Founders East. How she always managed to make events come off perfectly is Chris's secret, but she organized countless successful Alumni
Weekends, tours, trips, meetings,
Alumni Council conferences and
mailings. In her retirement she plans
to spend more time with her five children and ten grandchildren; they are
as lucky to have her as the College
and its alumni are sorry to see her go.
Tributes from a few of her associates
. follow.

Omar Bailey '49, president of the
Alumni Association
It has been said that no one is irreplaceable. With respect to Chris Heinerichs, there may be some doubt.
I have never known her efficiency
to wane or her good nature to flag.
Deadlines and demands are met with
a smile. Idiosyncrasies are handled
with finesse and a twinkle in the eye.
Chris is rightly called a loyal, hardworking alumna.
Howard Teaf, emeritus professor
/ of economics and acting alumni secretary during 1971-72 and 1973-74
When I was asked to fill in as acting Alumni Secretary after Bill Sheppard's death, Chris Heinerichs told
me what had to be done. I had to listen, because she was the only person
on the campus who knew anything
about the workings of the office. It
didn't take me long to discover that
Chris was the office and had been and
still is.

For all of that year, and during a
subsequent year after Tim Bell left, I
watched Chris demonstrate an unstinted devotion to Haverford and an
extraordinary ability to relate to every
alumnus with whom she came in contact. To them, too, Chris has been
Mrs. Alumni Office. (Just ask them!)
Working with her, as an office colleague or as an alumnus, was a pleasure--sometimes fun.
They say that every good thing
must have an ending. While Chris is
leaving Haverford, I'm sure that her
spirit will haunt the Alumni Office and
that the results of her service will be.
reaped for years to come.

John Wells Gould, alumni director 1974-1984, now vice president at
The Glenmede Trust Co.
It's hard to believe that I worked
with Chris in the Alumni Office for 10
years; it's harder to believe that she
has worked at Haverford for over 20.
Now that's a Haverfordian.
Every year on Alumni Day I used to
introduce Chris as the real boss of the
Alumni Office. It drew a laugh, but it
was true. She taught me--as she had
taught my predecessors, Howard Teaf
and Tim Bell-the purpose of the office and the intricacies of its programs. And she carried out many of
our activities virtually single-handedly, most notably Alumni Weekend.
Working many weekends in advance of the end of May, Chris made
arrangements for entertaining 400
people for lunch and more than 100
overnight guests. On the Day she
made sure that everything appeared to

run smoothly even when it didn't, and
made each returning alumnus feel
genuinely welcome. She bore the inevitable complaints-yes, Haverfordians do complain and sometimes in
a most unHaverfordian manner- with
equanimity, finding the extra towel or
missing babysitter, stray child or mislaid key. Out of Chris's planning and
concern the success of Alumni Weekend was made.
Over the years, !learned much
more than the ropes from Chris. I
learned what loyalty and devotion to
Haverford truly means. No alumnus or
alumna cares more about the College
than Chris. Few alumni have given it
longer or better service. It is typical of
her that in her "retirement" this spring
she still was spending three days a
week in the Alumni Office. Doing
what? Why, getting ready for Alumni
Weekend 1985.

G. Holger Hansen, vice president
for institutional advancement and
secretary of the college
Although many of us are familiar
with Chris as the staff member who
handled, with great personal care, arrangements for accommodations and
meals for Alumni Weekend and Alumni Council, she is also the person who
handled mailing and arrangements
for meetings of the Executive Committee of the Alumni Association and the
Board of Managers. She coordinated
hundreds of arrangements and invitations to Haverford Society meetings
around the country and alumni tours
abroad. This year, as Alumni Relations Coordinator, she has done an
outstanding job of administering the
alumni program and has enabled the
office to undertake new programs,
such as the Chamber Singers tour to
the Middle Atlantic states and the
alumni tour to Morocco. She is known
affectionately to many alumni as listener, pen pal and friend. I am grateful
that her husband, Paul, has been so
understanding over the years when
Chris had to work weekends and
evenings at the College. It has been a
joy to work with Chris. Her dedication
to Haverford-its alumni, faculty,
staff, students and parents-has
helped us to meet deadlines and created stability in the midst of frequently
chaotic and demanding schedules,
and we are grateful.
3
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lEI.IlNG YOUR ANGERS
DOTHET
E

very Wednesday night a group
of Haverford and Bryn Mawr
students gets together to learn
the alphabet. Once they master the
letters they move on to pronouns and
helping verbs, then to the most common forms of verbs and other easy
vocabulary. Are they learning the unfamiliar symbols of Arabic, Russian
or Chinese? No. They're relearning
English; signed English, to be exact.
Using their eyes and hands instead
of their ears and mouths to communicate, the students in the sign language class are learning the fundamentals of signed English, a language
used by some members of the American deaf community. Signed English
is a manual code or representation of
English; language is conveyed
through fingerspelling and signs.
Signs are the most frequently used,

4
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and fingerspelling is used for words
for which the signs are not known, or
words that have no signs.
The classes, which have met at
both Haverford and Bryn Mawr over
the last three semesters, were started
last year by Michael Prochaska '87,
Pat Jensen (BMC '84) and Becky
Young (BMC '86). Michael has been
totally deaf since birth, and has been
"mainstreamed" in public schools
since fourth grade. Before that he
went to the Tennessee School for the
Deaf in his hometown of Knoxville. In
classes, Michael generally has an interpreter sign for him. When he was a
freshman, many of his friends asked
him to teach them signed English. To
make it easier for the few students
who knew how to sign to pass on the
information to their eager companions, they decided to organize

G
classes. Last year, classes held at the
dining center at Haverford "would
average 20 students; sometimes as
many as 40, sometimes as few as 10,"
says Michael. This year the weekly,
non-credit classes have been held in
Rhoads Hall, the Bryn Mawr dormitory where Michael and the other student instructors, Haverford sophomores Bernie Link and Joshua
Dorchak, live.
Students sprawl on the floor or sit
cross-legged on the comfortable sofas of the dorm living room. "Class" is
informal and relaxed; students are
learning to communicate, not to impress. Students are usually divided
into beginner and advanced sections,
but there is plenty of interaction between the groups. One of the beginners may wave to one of the members of the advanced class. "How do
you sign 'want'?" or "Is this sign correct?" he asks, and one of the advanced students tries to help him.
Before moving on to the advanced
section, beginners learn prepositions, question words and the basic
elements of conjugating verbs in all
the tenses and also begin practicing
common vocabulary in signs. The advanced students work on acquiring a
more comprehensive vocabulary and
on polishing their skills. They also
learn about the history of the deaf
community in the United States and
about the culture of today's deaf
community.
Prochaska explains that signed
English is one of two forms of sign
language used by the American deaf
community. The other is American
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Sign Language (ASL), which is a complete and distinctive language. Michael has chosen signed English, because he wanted to use the same
language as the society in which he
lives. For himself, he finds signed
English to be a more expressive medium. "The problem is that ASL is a
complex language emotionally, but
it's not intellectual. I mean you can
really express yourself in ASL but you
can't talk about the countervailing
irony in Swift, or slave-master morality in Nietzsche." To fulfill his foreign
language requirement at Haverford,
however, Prochaska is taking summer courses in American Sign Language at the University of Tennessee.
Due to the scarcity of interpreters
in signed English in Philadelphia,
where many members of the deaf
community use ASL, and because of
some misunderstandings ("not Haverford's fault at all"), Michael had no
interpreter for his classes during the
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fall semester. "It was hard but I got
by," says Michael. He used his classmate's lecture notes when he needed,
"but also a lot of my classes depended more on reading and writing."
During part of the spring semester,
he had an interpreter again, to his
relief.
The teachers of the sign language
class rotate; last year's beginners
have become this year's experts.
Helpers include Michael's roommate
Bernie Link '87, who takes a lot of
good-natured ribbing about his skills.
The sign for "Bernie" consists of a
mad waving-about of the right hand
in the form of the letter "B"-thought
up by Michael because when Bernie
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first learned to finger-spell he always
waved his hand about until he
thought of the correct sign. The
roommates now communicate quite
well, however, and their suite in
Rhoads North is equipped with special lights that flash when the fire
alarm or telephone rings.
Michael jokes about the confusion
fingerspelling sometimes carries with
it. One friend always misreads the
number 23 for the abbreviation
"VW," because there is only "one finger's" difference; he could never
quite understand why Michael was
talking about numbers, when he was
actually talking about cars. At this
story, Michael raises his eyebrows in
pretended resignation-"Some people are better at learning than others," he shrugs-and he pokes fun at
his friend. "Remember, you're always
saying you have a problem with languages," he says, and they laugh together.

5

Peace Studies Missions

ADAY FOR PFACE
Billed as an "interfaith event," the
third annual Haverford Peace Fair
came to campus in early April. Beneath the blessings of blue sky and
mild weather, several hundred
friends and visitors wandered among
the rows of tables and booths, representing 35 different religious groups,
lining the paths of Founders Green.
Children clutching brightly-colored
balloons wandered around amidst
the burly-burly of button-sellers and
people distributing literature about
organizations and issues from nuclear disarmament to refugee action.
Letter-writers were urged to use
their pens in support of the nuclear
freeze and peace in Central America;
petition-signers could choose to support Amnesty International or a local
committee that seeks to free Raoul
Wallenberg. Bread for the World distributed information about the world
hunger crisis while the Montgomery
County Citizens Concerned About
Central America talked to all comers
about U.S. policy. Over all, the smell
of an outdoor barbecue and the
sound of a student playing a guitar
drifted through the air.
Indoors, visiting analysts held
workshops on issues ranging from
Arab-Israeli relations to the world
hunger crisis. Speakers included Roger Naumann of the U.N. Quaker office,
Don Peretz from the AFSC's Middle
East Advisory Panel and Thomas K.
Longstreth, director of research and
analysis with the Arms Control Association (and son of Martha and John
6
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F. Gummere '22). Films on South Africa drew others to Founders Common
Room.
In Marshall Auditorium, President
Robert Stevens introduced keynote
speaker Freeman Dyson, physicist at
the Institute for Advanced Study in
Princeton, NJ, weapons consultant,
and author of Weapons and Hope and
Disturbing the Universe. Speaking to
an audience of hundreds, Dyson addressed three key issues of world
peace: the function of "star wars"
technology, a suggestion for "Austrianization" (a proposed independent neutrality for East and West
Germany, like that of Austria), and
the scientific and practical implications of the theory of nuclear winter.
A festive atmosphere of hope and
hard work prevailed. Throughout the
afternoon, entertainers including the
College's own Morris Dancers and
the Bethel A.M.E. Choir brought their
talents to the cause of peace. In
Founders Great Hall, a crowd of .bewitched children and their parents
watched local storyteller Ed Stivender practice his brand of peaceminded entertainment. Dressed as
Saint Francis of Assisi, in cowl and
false beard, he retold the tale of the
Fall, using dolls representing Adam
and Eve. "People ask me why I tell
this story, because it's so depressing," he explained to his audience at
the end of the performance. "I tell
them that that's the story of the human race-and it hasn't ended yet.
WE will decide how it turns out."

The Bryn Mawr/Haverford Peace
Studies program continues to sponsor a series of events and trips. This
winter, four students from the two
colleges traveled to Central America
to get a first-hand look at the politics,
religion and lifestyles of that region.
They visited Managua, Nicaragua, for
one week and the Costa Rican capital
of San Jose for another seven days. In
Nicaragua, the students met with representatives of the Independent Liberal Party and the Sandinista Party,
and attended the inauguration of
Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega.
A highlight of the stay in Costa Rica
was a talk with "Don Pepe" Figueres,
the leader of the Costa Rican revolution of 1948.
To Haverford senior Emily Love, a
member of the fact-finding group,
"Nicaragua looks and feels very
much like a developing society with a
strained economy. On the other
hand, Costa Rica presents, at least on
the surface, much more developed,
diversified and healthy economic
conditions." Lester Aponte-Parsi '86
says that during the journey he made
an effort to talk to as many different
people as possible, trying to "learn
more about the Sandinista revolution, the present political and economic situation and especially about
the people of Nicaragua-their
hopes, their fears and their sufferings." Emily and Lester traveled with
two Bryn Mawr students, Nancy Melissas '84 and Patti Hershey '84.

ONE

RED
OF BRYN MAWR

Hanna Holborn Gray (BMC '50), president of
the University of Chicago, with President Mary
Patterson McPherson of Bryn Mawr.

A

t a time when attending college was part of the Victorian
prescription for what women
could not, or should not, do, Joseph
Wright Taylor founded a small women's college near Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Bryn Mawr College formally
opened on October 23, 1885, and has
set precedents ever since. Perhaps it
can be said that the history of Bryn
Mawr is a history of the progress
made by women in education.
Bryn Mawr was originally conceived as a college where women
would be offered education equal to
the best available to men. Under the
leadership of M. Carey Thomas,
president of Bryn Mawr from 1894 to
1922, Bryn Mawr developed its rigorous and well-known academic program focusing on classical languages,
sciences and philosophy. Said Bryn
Mawr College President Mary Patterson McPherson at the Centennial
Convocation last October, "What has
been valued here has served and will
continue to serve well-for it is the
quality of thought and its thinker that
has mattered-rather than fashionable or orthodox positions which too
often prove fettering, misguided and
dated." The legacy of leadership
among the women who are Bryn

Mawr alumnae is testimony to the
strength of the women's college that
is Haverford's academic and social
ally.
President Robert B. Stevens added
praise for Bryn Mawr and comments
on cooperation between the colleges.
"Particularly during the last 40 years
no two colleges in the nation have
been closer, either socially or academically. We respect Bryn Mawr
College as a women's institution of
the highest intellectual order, maintaining her own identity and traditions while cooperating with Haverford, Swarthmore, and the University
of Pennsylvania: an institution which
reflects Joseph Taylor's commitment
to excellence in women's education
and to the 'betterment of human
-society.'''
Festivities celebrating Bryn
Mawr's "turn of the century" began
with a centennial birthday party in
the Cloisters of the M. Carey Thomas
Library last June. The Centennial
Convocation last autumn included an
address by Hanna Holborn Gray,
president of the University of Chicago and Bryn Mawr class of '50. A special alumni weekend celebration was
held in May. Academic symposia
throughout the year have included
panels and workshops on such topics
as the Trojan War, science and the
humanities, the "New Metropolis,"
Realism and Anti-Realism, neuroscience, women and equity, poets

Marianne Moore and Hilda Doolittle
(both Bryn Mawr alumnae) and gender in cross-cultural perspective.
Special Centennial lecturers included
psychiatrist and psychohistorian
Robert Jay Lifton of Yale University
speaking on "Politics of the Late
Eighties," art historian Svetlana
Alpers of the University of California
at Berkeley on "The Master's Touch:
Rembrandt in and out of Dutch Art,"
and feminist and writer Gloria
Steinem talking about "Women in the
80's: The Second Wave."
Cultural events included Kathryn
Selby '83, pianist, playing with Concerto Soloists of Philadelphia conducted by Max Rudolf; a performance
by the Dance Theatre of Harlem; and
a choral concert featuring the joined
voices of Haverford, Bryn Mawr and
Swarthmore College choruses, in
Goodhart Auditorium. Honoring Bryn
Mawr tradition, a Grand May Day was
held on Sunday, May 5, 1985, andrecreation of a 1901 field hockey tournament, named in honor of Constance M.K. Applebee, was held last
fall.
The Centennial Campaign that accompanied the anniversary year
raised over $46 million as of May, exceeding its goal of $41 million.
It is indeed a compliment to Bryn
Mawr, Haverford's closest friend and
neighbor, that it has reached its hundredth birthday with such strength
and vigor.
7
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HOW
TO
BREAK

INTO
JOURNALISM
by Marya Mazor '87

You're competing with people from
journalism schools who have
journalism professors with
connections.

Don Sapatkin '78

8
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Many Haverford and Bryn Mawr
graduates have chosen a career in
journalism, and a weekend workshop
held on campus during April demonstrated that quite a few students
would like to follow in their footsteps.
Alumni working in newspaper and
television fielded questions from students during a "Journalism Career
Seminar" sponsored by the Career
Planning Office. The panelists included Steve Bronstein '75, producer of
special events for KYW-TV in Philadelphia; Jay Goldman '78, education
reporter for the Syracuse HeraldJournal; Don Sapatkin '78, state editor of the Wilmington News; Carolyn
Lee (BMC '78), AP reporter in New
Orleans; and Andrew Sherry '84, correspondent for the Oswego County
bureau of the Syracuse Herald-Journal. (Also scheduled to speak, but
prevented by work deadlines, were
Juliet Heeg '83 and Chuck Durante
'73.)

"Can I get a job when I get out?"
asked students. "What can a graduate
of a journalism program offer that I
can't? What difference will it make
being a minority group member or
woman?"
The panelists were all eager to
give job-hunting tips to the students.
The key: experience. Write for local
papers, contribute to the News. Get
something published. A liberal arts
graduate isn't necessarily less prepared than the product of a journalism school. As Steve Bronstein commented on his early work experience:
"I thought of it as grad school." Probably the biggest advantage that journalism students have, according to
Sapatkin, is "that they have connections." Sherry, the most recent graduate, was employed by his newspaper after an internship there. "Quality
shows," he commented. ''They recognize it if you do well." Lee cautioned
prospective young journalists to
work within their limits. "Make sure

that you have the background ...
you shouldn't be pushed faster than
you're prepared for."
One key issue the panel addressed
was discrimination. Lee pointed out
that the hard news assignments still
generally go to men while women get
'soft features.' "The general feeling
toward women is that maybe they're
not as serious as men are," she commented. Employers are "more forgiving if you're a man and you screw up
than if you're a woman. You have to
be prepared to be very good and not
to resent it if it seems you have to
work very hard, because there is that
basic feeling that women are frivolous, that they don't have any news
judgment."
Pressure to hire and promote
women and minorities has increased
greatly in recent years, said Jay Goldman. He now runs a journalism class
for local minority high school students that will culminate in the
awarding of two full-tuition scholarships to the Newhouse School of
Syracuse University. Developing
"hometown talent," Goldman suggests, is one way of combatting the
historical lack of minorities in print
journalism.
Each member of the panel expressed willingness to help out prospective journalists in their student
audience. They all had helpful hints.
Perseverance is crucial, agreed the
panelists. "To follow through is key,"
said Lee. "Sometimes it's part of the
test." Steve Bronstein agreed. "If you
don't give up until you get a job,
you'll get a job eventually because
you won't give up. The bottom line,"
he said, "is to get work that you can
show, so that you can prove to potential employers you can do it. If you've
got to go to Oklahoma City to get that
chance, that's where you've got to go."

Treat getting a job like a job.

Steve Bronstein '75
I really love my job for the first 40
hours I work each week-it's the next
20 that wear you down!

Andrew Sherry '84

One of the hardest things in life is to
find something that you like, and that
you do well ... If you would do your
work for free, that's a good test.

Academic credentials don't mean a
heck of a lot in this profession. The
key thing is experience.

Carolyn Lee BMC '78

Jay P. Goldman '78
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ow housed in the Treasure
Room of the Quaker Collection
in Magill Library is the John A.
Silver collection of original prints from
Vanity Fair, the nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century British monthly. The
prints include caricatures of noted
figures of the day drawn by Vanity Fair's
artists, particularly Leslie Ward and
Carlo Pellegrini , better known as "Spy"
and "Ape." The Silver Collection is
made up of eight volumes of
lithographs, including a collection of
prints of cricketers located in the C.
Christopher Morris Cricket Library.
In an introductory essay in the collection's catalog, John A. Lester
(1915-1983), former professor of English at Haverford, wrote:
"John's Silver's gathering of over
450 prints from Vanity Fair (18681914) is an illuminating illustration of
the ways of an avid collector, and of
his craft and art. It began with his encounter, years ago in a Bermuda
bookshop, with the "Spy" caricature
entitled "Yorkshire Cricket"-Lord

N

"A Quaker"
November 20, 1886
He is a good honest

- •"'···"•d

GENERAL
GIUSEPPE GARIBALDI
"Revolution"
June 15, 1878
For the most part
without fixed purpose
himself, and always with i
the haziest notion as to
whither his action may
lead, he yet can command
the most devoted support

..........."".'any'"'""".::,';;;:;::. f
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Hawke seated in bright-colored blazer, cricket bat across his knees (VanitY Fair, September 24, 1892). For a
one-time touring cricketer, that was
enough to set the search going, first
into the forty or more noted cricketers who knock their way through the
gallery of Vanity Fair caricatures, and
then on through the tantalizing vistas
opened u~more than 2,000 of
them-in the 45-year span of the
lithographs. They form an extraordinary panorama of an extraordinary
age, brought to visibility with that
keen artistic instinct, that gift for subtle, gentle exaggeration, which only

HER MAJESTY THE QUEENEMPRESS
June 17, 1897
With all her kindly qualities
QUEEN VICTORIA has never failed
to show her greatness in such
wise as to persuade us that she
was born to reign over an Empire
upon which the sun never
sets ....

THE
OBSERVING
EYE
the caricaturist can provide ... The
Collection brings us the vivid results
of John Silver's search, and his lucky
finds, in his journey through that gallery of prints that appeared month by
month in Vanity Fair through the
years from November 1868 to January 1914."
As an "application engineer," John
Silver '25 was a pioneer in the early

mE RIGHT
HONOURABLE
BENJAMIN DISRAELJ
January 30, 1869
He educated the
Tories and dished
the Whigs
to pass Reform,
but to have become
what he is
from what he was
is the greatest
Reform of all.

days of modern plastics, pharmaceutical products and high-vacuum techniques. He is a founder and president
emeritus of the Campus Arboretum
Association; he led the Class of '25's
donation of planter tubs throughout
the campus, and has generously supported the greenhouse and improvement of Magill Library lobby. He is
also a founder of the C. C. Morris
Cricket Library Association, and a
1975 recipient of the Alumni Award.
His gifts to the library include several
limited editions of landscaping volumes by Sir Humphrey Repton and
an autographed edition by Roger
Tory Peterson of Audubon's Birds.

FRANZLIZST
May 15, 1886
"The Abbe"

M. LOUIS PASTEUR
January 8, 1887
Some thousands of patients, the
victims of dogs either
to be mad, have now
passed before the
operating-table of the
Rue d'Ulm. It cannot be
said that the treatment
has proved itself
successful, for many of
those
subjected
to it have
subsequently
died.

AUGUSTE RODIN
December 20, 1904
He thinks in bronze and marble, and perhaps finds
some difficulty in resolving those thoughts into words.

II

AT HAVERFORD
FACULTY

PROFILE

Economist,IJdraordinaire
n the basement of Hall Building,
there is an office door covered
with cartoons, advertisements
and articles. There is always a cluster
of students buzzing around, reclaiming quizzes and homework from a series of cardboard cartons lying in the
corridor. Taped to the upper corner
of the door is a clipping of a cartoon
from the New Yorker. "Excuse me, Officer," says a tweedy, pipe-smoking
man to a city policeman. "I'm an academic. Where am I?"
The denizen of the office is economics department chairman Michael Weinstein, and as scores of enthusiastic students will tell you, he is
far from lost in the "real world."
Hardly the stereotype of a staid academician, Weinstein is most frequently seen striding across campus
and bounding around lecture rooms
and the computer center. Under his
guidance, economics has become
one of the most popular majors on
campus; there were 42 students majoring in economics in 1984, more
than in any other department. The
department was ranked one of the
top economics department among
small colleges in the 1981 Change
magazine survey that compared
reputations of the academic depart-

I
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ments at liberal arts schools.
Weinstein is an economic historian, specializing in public policy analysis. He studied at Stanford and the
University of Chicago and received
his Ph.D. in economics from M.I.T. His
research focuses on 20th-century
U.S. history and American economic
policy, particularly of the 1920's, 30's
and the New Deal, but he is also very
much in touch with the present day,
addressing issues that "come between economics and political science." Some of his most recent work
involves going back "into the politics
of the economic policies of the 1920's
and 30's, before the New Deal, as a
way of examining current economic
policy proposals." This, says Weinstein, "uses the historian in me in the
best way possible, which is to inform
current debate."
Weinstein comments, "''ve spent a
lot of time in the past year worrying
about proposals to move toward
more industrial planning in the United States. I've used the only experience we have in having national policy that purports to alter the direction
of the U.S. economy. The only major
implementation of such a notion has
been the 1930's, and in particular one
act, the National Industrial Recovery

Act, the program by which corporate,
public and governmental interests
were brought together to negotiate
policies that were to be imposed
upon individual industries." In 1980,
Weinstein published a volume of economic analysis on the "Blue Eagle
Act" entitled Recovery and Redistribution Under the N.J.R.A. "''ve used
that experience to answer the question 'What would you expect to have
happen if you reinstigated such an institutional reform in the United
States?'
"The best use of history is to say,
let's look at a historical occurence,
which by the way is not all that long
ago, and ask: does it teach what either the virtues or the dangers of
such a policy are?" No one can expect to produce exact predictions.
Explains Weinstein, "It's more 'Were
we to proceed with industrial planning, what kinds of safeguards can we
better build in? What should we
avoid? What are the consequences,
and what part of what they did ought
we to be sure we xerox in order to
reachieve the sanie benefits?' Let's
learn from the mistakes that were
made, let's learn from the benefits
that were achieved. I think those
benefits and costs are considerable.

There are good reasons why what did
happen in the 30's happened. Those
reasons still exist and if we ignore
them, we'll wind up making mistakes."
What Weinstein tries to do is "inform people how what they are proposing that seems so commonsensical often produces counterintuitive
and counterproductive results." An
example? "Imports. Domestic content laws, laws that attempt to restrict how many cars the Japanese
can export to us. Those laws are now
before Congress as an attempt to
save jobs. What I think an economist
is obligated to do is to explain to the
American public-and explain in the
undergraduate classroom-that such
laws will save auto worker jobs but
will not save jobs in total. They swap
auto worker jobs with the jobs of
those workers who are now in industries that export goods abroad: farmworkers, for instance."
The tradeoff, explains Weinstein,
is this: "If the Japanese sell fewer cars
to the United States, they'll earn fewer dollars, and if they earn fewer dollars they're going to buy fewer goods
from Saudi Arabia and all the other
countries that they buy oil and other
goods from. Those countries in turn
are going to have fewer dollars to
turn around and buy our agricultural
goods, our chemical goods, and our
computers. So what we do by restricting sales of cars from Japan is to
wind up unemploying farmworkers,
chemical workers, workers in the
computer fields and all the other export sectors. We don't save jobs by
restricting imports, we swap them.
We make sure there are more jobs in
Detroit, and we also guarantee that
there are fewer jobs elsewhere."
The problem, he says, is "How do
you prevent public policy from forever being in favor of those who are
politically powerful and visible, and
imposing losses on those who are not
powerful, or invisible? The farmworkers who are unemployed because the Japanese are not buying as
much food from us certainly don't
know who they are, and don't even
know that their unemployment status
is due to a trade restriction. They
don't make those connections even if
economists do. Therefore it makes it
very easy to pass policies that impose certain losses that are either invisible or imposed on those who are

not politically powerful enough to
save themselves."
Given that many industries control
powerful lobbies on Capitol Hill, is
there a solution for ill-planned or inadvertent "job swapping" caused by
legislative programs? Weinstein advocates an institutional reform of
Congress that he calls "job impact
statements," to be attached to any
economically sizable bills that are
passed. As he describes it, "the job
impact statement would require the
Congressional Budget Office, or some
other nonpartisan group, to estimate
which workers in which industries
will be affected, both pro and con, so
that the least we do is make the job
losses that we impose visible and
give the opportunity to those workers to resist. Sometimes those workers will be powerless to make a difference, but I have to believe that
policy would be better if those who
were going to be victimized know,
and have enough notice in order to
resist."
Job impact statements would be
similar to the environmental impact
statements now required of proposals. "I consider the environment to be
in an exactly analogous position to
farmworkers. Firms forever victimized the environment because the
damage that was imposed was generally invisible. Nobody was standing
up in favor of the environment.
Therefore we wreaked havoc on the
air and the water. What we did to
remedy that was to impose environmental impact statements on congressional legislation. Now somebody has to estimate the impact on
the environment and make the damage explicit. Those who saw the environment as something they wanted
to protect could then resist and effectively oppose environmental damage." Weinstein wants to extend the
same notion to workers, who may be
equally victimized and equally disguised.
Maldistribution in public programs is another problem. "What I
worry about in the United Stateswhat drives me up the wall-is the
extent to which we have public programs that take income from poor
people and give it to richer people.
Milk subsidy is a classic case in
point. Milk price supports that keep
the price of milk high mean that a
poverty-stricken family in West

Philadelphia trying to feed milk to
their six kids, is, through the higher
price they pay, providing welfare to a
middle-income if not high-income
farmer in the Midwest. Some low-income farmers will get it but I assure
you that the average income of the
families in Philadelphia that are
forced to pay a higher price for milk
than they would have to than if there
were no government involvement, is
lower than the income of the dairy
farmer, on average, who's getting the
milk price support. I think that's perverse. It's got to be stopped. I take
that to be a service that economists,
particularly those who participate in
the public sphere, ought to be very
mindful of, and ought to warn people
about."
Concerned with informing public
debate and not only the experts,
Weinstein provides economic commentary for several local and national radio programs, both commercial
and public, and has served as research director of the Pennsylvania
Economy League, a group that does
analyses of economic policies in the
Delaware Valley for local governments, corporations and foundations.
"I take my mission at Haverford to be
exactly what it is on public or commercial radio. I want people to get
the ability to hear a public debate
and have the skills to bring clarity to
very complex issues. They are better
able to make a decision due to the
fact that they have learned these
skills. I am teaching them to manipulate a certain set of skills. They're
skills that I take to be non-obvious,
difficult to master, easy to know trivially well and easy to misinterpret,
but very difficult to manipulate well
and appropriately."
One of the biggest changes in the
teaching of economics is the growing
use of computers, and in particular,
microcomputers. "I have more computer power sitting on my desk at
home than if the whole M.I.T JHarvard
computer center had been turned
over to me while a graduate student,"
shrugs Weinstein. "The important
point," he says, "is how it's changed
teaching. All students in my introductory classes now routinely use simulation models to learn economics. I
think the potential there is extraordinary." He admits that the program
hasn't been perfect so far. It has re(Continued next page)
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quired a good deal of writing on
Weinstein's part, because the special
programs he needs did not exist.
"The point about economics is
that economists can't tell you what
the effect of any particular macroeconomic policy is-in fact you
won't have predictable consequences, depending on a lot of
things-so what you want a student
to do is experiment. Now there are
two ways of doing that," he explains
tongue-in-cheek. "I could have applied for a $6 trillion dollar grant
from the National Science Foundation to create an alternative U.S.
economy, and we could run people
through it by giving them gift money
supplies and federal budgets and we
could see what the impact would be.
Short of running 1984 over and over
and over again until we see what the
impact of public policy is, the way to
do it is to have a computer model
that captures the richness of the U.S.
economy. Those models have not
really existed in any usable form until
recently. I believe we now do have
that capability, so you can get students to go into the computer center
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Haverford has spawned a new Jazz
Ensemble devoted to music of the Big
Band era. Here, an April concert in
Marshall Auditorium to benefit the
day camp Serendipity to be held on
campus this summer.
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and play-to try out their fantasies
and have them design their own
monetary and fiscal policies, change
the level of social security benefits
and the tax laws and the foreign aid
bill, and the unemployment compensation system and the level of the
money supply. What I routinely do is
have them design their own macroeconomic policies. They find very
quickly that they can't make one that
is going to solve all the problems.
And they learn to be economistswhich is to choose the best of a
bunch of lousy options to come up
with the best result that you're capable of coming up with.
"The notion of experimentationthe process of continual experimentation and simulation and reformulation-is an exceptional educational
benefit, something that's been
around only since the profusion of
microcomputers in the last couple of
years. If there's any one thing that's
going to inform economic learning
it's exactly that ability to experiment
and learn from it. It's not me telling
you-as if I knew!- and it's not you
sitting down and copying the notes.
It's that you learn for yourself. You do

it at your own pace, you make your
own mistakes, you learn from your
own mistakes, you figure out the best
way to do it and then you argue for
the policy you design and try to convince me it's right. I think that's just
an extraordinarily good way to do it.
It's also the way a lot of economics is
done for real; people sitting in Washington play with their models and
come up with the policy they think is
going to work, doing the same things
students are now doing in introductory economics courses, and they
don't do it any better or any differently."
Through this hands-on experience
as well as his teaching, Weinstein
hopes to instill the basic knowledge
of what it means to "do economics."
In addressing issues of public policy,
that process may not necessarily
lead to any positive answers. As
Weinstein states, "The job of the
economist is not so much to predict
the outcomes as to tell you that what
you're proposing is not so simple as
it seems, and is going to lead to results that you don't expect. In the
end, economics training solves few
problems-but your ignorance is
considerably more precise!"

The Law as a Learned
Profession

our pluralistic society. In this context,
the need for the broadly-educated
lawyer is strong.
Law, says Stevens, ought not only
to be a basis for claims, rights and
privileges, but provide duties and responsibilities as well; if not, then the
law is perhaps too political, and the
shared assumptions that cement society can erode. If lawyers have been
educated to understand the underpinnings of history, then perhaps there is
a solution: "A liberal education does
expose one to basic ideas that shape
one's own culture. It enables one to
criticize one's own behavior and
ideas, as well as society's ideas, standards and behavior." Perhaps it is that
the broadly educated lawyer is more
likely to be a more ethical lawyer. The
challenge is to avoid "exclusivity and
elitism" caused when an extensive
education is available only to a few.
The goal of the legal profession
should be to produce a technically
competent, ethical, broadly based,
scholarly and socially reponsible
bar- in short, concludes Stevens, a
learned profession.

President Robert B. Stevens recently contributed an article on "The
Nature of a Learned Profession" to the
Journal of Legal Education . The essay
should be important to Haverfordians
with an interest in the bar, as Stevens
addresses key issues about the role of
law in society and the nature of the
law itself. (In the same issue of JLE,
alumnus Anthony G. Amsterdam '57
presented his view of the shape of legal education for the 21st century.)
Though there may well be growing
hordes of lawyers in the United States,
there are healthy aspects of this abundance, according to Stevens. One is
"that compared with the societies of
Western 'Europe and Japan, we have
not chosen to enforce norms of social
control through some tightly organized class or status system that can
influence decisions from the cradle to
the grave without once articulating a
formal rule." Second, argues Stevens,
the law is the glue that holds together
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Publications and
Annual Giving
Receive Recognition

Dr. David Olton '64, chairman of
the department of psychology at
Johns Hopkins University, has decided to "repay" Haverford in a special
way. Olton, who visited the College
as a Phillips visitor in the fall of 1985,
has established an eight-week summer fellowship for a student to help
with research in Haverford's psychology laboratories. (Olton's own research on spatial memory in animal
models was described in a profile appearing in the Winter 1985 issue of
HORIZONS, pp. 44-45.)
This summer's researcher is
Stephanie James '87, a psychology
major (and field hockey, lacrosse and
basketball varsity standout). She is
participating in the design, execution
and computer analysis of research in
the department's biological psychology laboratory. Two projects are now
underway in the lab. The first, an
analysis of foraging behavior in rodents, studies "how animals act as
good economists, budgeting their
tasks," explains associate professor
Jon Schull. The second project is a
study of physiological connections
between biological rhythms, thyroid
hormones and manic-depressive illness. Research will focus on the effects of lithium on thyroid and parathyroid functions.

The "Doors" calendar sent to
Haverford's constituency for the calendar year 1985 has gathered quite a ·
few honors. The Council for Advancement and Support of Education
(CASE) gave the calendar a gold medal for its category in individual fund
raising publications and another gold
medal for visual design in print; the
Philadelphia Art Directors Club accepted the calendar for exhibition at
its annual show held at the Art Institute of Philadelphia and the Graphic
Arts Association of the Delaware Valley gave the calendar a silver award

in the "calendars" category in twocolor printing.
"Philadelphia Friends in Higher
Education: The Case of Haverford
College," a printing of Robert Stevens' speech to the Newcomen Society in November 1983, was awarded a
silver medal by CASE in the category
of "publications for individual programs."
In addition, the College is proud to
announce a $1 ,000 grant and a first
place award in the Sustained Performance category in Annual Giving
sponsored jointly by CASE and the
U.S. Steel foundation.

Health Services
Accredited

Horticulturalists Meet
Haverford was the site of the 1985
meeting of the American Association
of Botanical Gardens and Arboreta.
The conference, hosted by the-Pennsylvania Horticultural Society, offered workshops and tours of arboreta throughout the area.
Participants had the opportunity
to visit a dozen local sites, including
the Winterthur Museum and Gardens,
Longwood Gardens, Fairmount Park
and the Haverford Campus Arboretum.

The College's Student Health Service has been awarded the certificate
of accreditation by the Accreditation
Association for Health Services. In order to achieve this, the infirmary underwent an extensive on-site survey
of facilities and services. The surveyors-practicing physicians and
health care administrators-evaluated nearly every aspect of patient
care. The Health Services met the
standards for quality set by the national organization. Says Margaret
Gledhill, Director of Health Services,
"Our philosophy is to extend quality
care along with health education to
help our students maintain good
physical and mental health. This honor could not have been achieved
without the complete support and
enthusiasm of the entire staff."
15
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STAND UP
AND TAKE NOTICE:
The gymnasts together (clockwise from upper
left): Alexandra Hirsh '88, Heidi Kasevich '87
and Jane Justice '87.

The frozen precincts
of Minnesota and Wisconsin in
late winter are not exactly the
usual stamping grounds of
Haverford athletes. But for
Alexandra Hirsh '88, Jane
Justice '87 and Heidi
'87, even being snowbound
in Minneapolis for a day could not diminish the excitement and surprise
of being chosen for and participating
in the National Invitation Tournament for Division III gymnasts in Superior, WI.
But wait. Gymnastics? Haverford
doesn't have gymnastics. Nor does it
plan to. The three million dollars that
went into construction, renovation
and equipment purchase to augment
our athletic facilities couldn't stretch
far enough to cover the high start-up
costs of a gymnastics program. What
were those young Haverfordian gymnasts doing at a national tournament
in Wisconsin, anyway?
The response to that question
must be sought both on the Haverford campus and a mile away; at Bryn
Mawr. Elizabeth Durso '86 and Bryn
Mawr gymnastics coach Lisa Novick
provide most of the answers. "Bryn
Mawr has had gymnastics for about
14 years," says Coach Novick, who
hopes that the national tournament
will be held at Bryn Mawr in the near
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future. "We've gradually added to the
program each year." So when Elizabeth Durso, unable to satisfy her own
interest in gymnastics at Haverford,
wandered over to Bryn Mawr a couple of years ago, she found a healthy
gymnastics program and a warm welcome.
In some ways, the arrangement
that permits Haverford women athletes to compete as part of the Bryn
Mawr gymnastics club is reminiscent
of the early days of coeducation here.
In the late 1970's several Haverford
women who had transferred here
participated on Bryn Mawr teams under a special dispensation from the
local women's athletic conference.
Today, the colleges also cooperate to
sponsor women's cross-country and
track clubs, and Bryn Mawr women
have taken part in Haverford's oldest
athletic tradition-the cricket team.
In gymnastics, the number of Division III colleges competing across the
country is small enough that a club
team which has members from two
separate colleges is welcomed into

national competition-which would
not be the case in the NCAA's other
sports.
And what a
club team!
The Bryn
Mawr gymnasts,
with five of the top
eight competitors coming from Haverford, rolled up an 11-5 record during 1984-85, with a victory over Division I Princeton University as the
highlight. The team finished second
in the Philadelphia Association of Intercollegiate Athletics for Women
meet at Bryn Mawr in late February.
The Haverford participants point to
Coach Novick's enthusiasm, support
and determination as the major factor in their noticeable improvement
over the season.
The gymnastics season begins early for a winter sport-in September.
But the long hours and continual
training paid off this year. Five members of the Bryn Mawr team earned
national Division III ranking as "allarounders," competitors on the balance beam, uneven parallel bars, and
in the vault and floor exercise. Heidi
Kasevich was ranked first, Lori Hess,
a Bryn Mawr sophomore, third, Alex

Right: In the new B ern Schwartz gymnasium at
Bryn Mawr College, the gymnasts warm up for
the flying leaps and graceful tumbles that
earned them recognition at the national
championships in March.

Hirsh fifth, Jane Justice seventh, and
Elizabeth Durso tenth.
The top eight in the national rankings were invited to the national
tourney held at the University of Wisconsin-Superior on March 1 and 2. So
Lisa Novick, assistant coach Carolyn
Friedman, a former Bryn Mawr gymnast, Heidi, Lori, Jane and Alex set off
for the Upper Midwest on an odyssey
that was to have more than its share
of literal and figurative ups and
downs.
For Kasevich, the tournament provided the thrill of completing one of
her best vaults, but soon after, a hyperextension of her elbow forced her
to the sidelines to cheer for her teammates and seek consolation in the
two more years of collegiate competition remaining for her.
Freshman Alex Hirsh then took the

spotlight. Hirsh, who had learned
gymnastics in a private club in
Brooklyn, excels on the balance
beam and earned fifth place in this
event at Superior, thus qualifying her
as an All-American, Haverford's first
woman athlete so designated in any
sport.
Jane Justice, who like Kasevich is
from the Boston area, also had a successful national tournament. Jane,
who had been captain of her high
school gymnastics team, improved
her all-around score a remarkable
seven points over the course of the
season.
Not all the excitement of the trip
occurred during the competition.
The gymnasts made it back to Minneapolis by van, thinking they were going to catch their flight back to Newark Airport. It didn't work out that
way, as a blizzard shut down Minne-

apolis Airport. After sitting on a
snow-covered runway for hours and
finally grabbing one of the last hotel
rooms available, the tired, happy and
somewhat starved gymnasts and
coaches caught a flight to Washington, DC, the next day, where a van
from Bryn Mawr picked them up and
brought them home.
.
With all of the gymnasts returmng
in 1985-86, and the Haverford Athletic Department planning to continue
to devote a special corner of its budget to contributing to Bryn Mawr's
program and to the expenses of national competition, we can look forward to more gymnastics headlines
soon. Haverford may never have its
own gymnastics team, but its first national gymnastics champion may not
be far off!
(This article was prepared from material
submitted by Heidi Kasevich and Jane
Justice of the gymnastics team.)
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In the auto mechanics course led by Theodore B. Hetzel '28: Charlotte Brooks Read '44,
Mar/is Gildemeister '44, Laurence Wylie and Anne Stiles Wylie '46.

"Campus was very different in the 1940's," recalls Anna
"Peg" Atkinson Nicholson MA. '45. "Haverford was having
a hard time staying open." Student ranks were shrunken
as the draft sucked young men away to serve in the armed
forces. Wartime brought to the campus several visiting
Army units that helped keep the College running in the absence of undergraduates, a Pre-Meteorological unit and an
Army Specialized Training Program that trained troops in
language skills. While military activity was banned from
campus, the "Pre-Metes" still carried out close-order rifle
drill-with wooden rifles. By and large, amid the planning
and training for war, most Americans had little thought for
rebuilding those lands and lives affected by that war.
The earliest effort to train students for relief work and
reconstruction at Haverford came during the First World
War, shortly after Rufus Jones and others founded the
American Friends Service Committee. The AFSC used the
campus as the site of a reconstruction training program in
the summer and fall of 1917. When war came again to Europe, the need for relief work was considered as early as
1939. In early 1940, students began the Haverford Service
Project with the help of President William Wistar Comfort
and "Doggie" Johnston's Buildings and Grounds Department.
18
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Relief work did not enter the curriculum, however, until
early 1943. An undergraduate and graduate unit teaching
students to work in China and Western Europe was started
under the initiative of President Felix Morley and philosophy professor Douglas Steere, with help from Harry W.
Pfund '22, Howard Teaf, Frank Watson and Albert Wilson.
The list of students involved in the program includes such
familiar Haverford names as William Ambler '45 (Admissions), Charles Perry '36 (Development), and John R. Cary
'45 (German). In March 1943, the News reported the arrival
of the first female Relief and Reconstruction (R&R) student: Maria Louisa Gildemeister, daughter of the former
Peruvian ambassador to Germany. A few months after the
program began it came to a halt as the Starnes Amendment, a rider to a military appropriations bill, prevented
conscientious objectors from being trained or leaving the
country for the duration of the war. The men returned to
C.P.S. camps that summer. "I've never seen a group of fellows that were so discouraged and wiped out," recently
recalled Douglas Steere, now T. Wistar Brown professor
emeritus of philosophy.
Not to be defeated, Steere revised the plans with the
help of Maylon Hepp and other faculty members. A new

graduate R&R unit would send workers to Western Europe: France, Germany, Poland, Scandanavia. The result of
the Starnes Amendment was that most men, who were either drafted or C.O.'s, were unable to attend the program,
and thus, in the autumn of 1943, when the first large-scale
Relief and Reconstruction Unit got off the ground, most of
the students were women. The full course began with
nineteen women and two men enrolled, working for a
master's degree in relief and reconstruction. (Along the
way, two women received bachelor's degrees as well. Marlis Gildemeister was the first woman ever to receive a BA.
from the College, in February 1944, and Ruth Driscoll followed her shortly thereafter.) Educationally and with respect to the futures of the students, it was a risky undertaking. No one knew exactly what the curriculum should
be. Professional relief positions were limited in number,
and the question of whether relief organizations would accept the young and relatively inexperienced candidates of
the R&R Unit nagged at the minds of the unit's organizers.
Professors and friends remember the R&R students as a
spirited bunch who shared the desire to rebuild rather
than participate in the activities of the war. Many were attracted to the program because they were already activists or concerned with peace. As Lois Plumb Stanton MA.
'45 explains, "When I graduated from college in 1943, during the war, most of my colleagues were going to be
WAVES (Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service). ! didn't want to go into that. I wasn't a particularly
religious pacifist, but it was something I didn't want to
do." She continues, "Some of us came from families where
they would have gone to C.P.S. camps if they could have.
This was the next best thing for us. A lot of people during
the war in Vietnam, for example, never did get this chance.
I think we were given the opportunity to make a positive
contribution."
The presence of the women in the group that entered in
the fall of '43 and in the second unit that arrived the following fall made quite an impact on a campus that was extremely small and extremely male. They were controversial, some remember. Says Mary Esther Williams
Dasenbrock MA. '45, "You have to understand that we
were all very liberated women." Another graduate commented, "Douglas wasn't used to working with such independent women! Some of us were quite rebellious." One
recalls "There were some people at Haverford who
thought, 'Hmpfh, what are women doing on campus?' But
the community was generally very cordial.'' Dorothy
Steere, who was as close to the group as her husband
Douglas Steere, says she loved having women students on
campus. "I really felt close to them. They were so dedicated." And Robert P. Roche '47, an undergraduate when
the R&R Units were on campus, remembers happily,
'They were a marvelous group ... we were all deeply in
love with them."
Most of the group lived at Language House on 2 College
Lane, directed by Manuel Asensio, now emeritus professor
of Spanish, and Elisa Asensio, the first woman to teach at
Haverford and long-time faculty member at Swarthmore
College. Themselves refugees from Fascist Spain, the
Asensios had come to the United States from Gibraltar.
'The Asensios were wonderful," comments one R&R student now. "Imagine having to live with us, being new refugees themselves. What they had to put up with!" The
Asensios, too, have warm memories of the students. "They

were highly motivated, trying honestly to diminish the effects of the war," says Manuel Asensio. "It was wonderful
to be close to them. They were so young, so dedicated."
Creating the course work for the unit was a difficult task
for Douglas Steere and those who helped him run the program, since the unit was the only one of its' type. "It was
amazing what had to be devised," reflects one graduate.
Language study was foremost. Harry Pfund '22 , now emeritus professor of German, led the German language program. In theory, at least, German was spoken in the dormitory and the dining hall. Peg Nicholson laughs, "It was
more of a combination of German and English, sort of a
pidgin language." For a second language, students could
choose from Polish, French, Spanish, Italian .and Russian.
Laurence Wylie, a student in the unit, helped teach
French, and remained as a professor at the College after
the end of the unit. Larry and Anne Wylie also served as
house parents in Government House, where the secondyear students lived.
Under the direction of Edmund Stinnes, students were
introduced to the politics and history of Western Europe
in "Area Studies." Stinnes-"Uncle Edmund"-himself is
fondly remembered by the members of the group. In a letter, Felix Morley wrote that Edmund Stinnes was "forthright but ever friendly; informed but undogmatic; penetrating without a trace of arrogance; gentle in manner yet
rigid in respect of principle." A highlight of the R&R program was the series of speakers brought to Haverford by
Stinnes, figures who ranged from distinguished refugees to
former relief workers to government figures in exile.
A course of relief administration was taught by Hertha
Kraus, for many years associated with the School of Social
Work at Bryn Mawr College and an active Friend. A German who lived through World War I and helped with reconstruction and relief efforts after the end of that war,
Kraus was also involved with the refugee settlement house
near campus in Haverford during the war period. Douglas
Steere taught a course in the philosophy of relief work. "I
tried to give them something on the 'interior' side," comments Steere. "We looked at great figures, outstanding
personalities, throughout history." Each week would bring
a biography of a famous helper, from St. Francis of Assisi
to John Woolman to Florence ~j~~-

Douglas and Dorothy Steere: "Our mentors, " agree .the R & R graduates.
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The program also attempted to teach practical and
technical skills. Ted Hetzel, now emeritus professor of engineering, added his knowledge of auto mechanics. Hetzel
led the graduate Social and Technical Assistance program
in the early 1950's, which trained a group of men and
women in relief and social work. For the R&R Unit, he
planned 'lab work' for each class, playing with some of the
assorted donated cars used in the project so that they
would need repair. "We'd start off the afternoon with alecture about principles and how things worked. Then they'd
get out and work-put bandannas on their hair and get
underneath the car," recalls Hetzel. Some students admit
that the experience was not directly relevant to their later
work-but at least one graduate wound up directing a
transport unit in France, in charge of thirty-five to forty
men fixing cars and trucks. Howard Teaf, now professor
emeritus of economics, attempted to teach double-column accounting-an experience that almost every student found trying and a few found immensely useful in the
administrative work they did later.
And there was the field experience, at Haverford and

"The R&R are the most consistently
enthusiastic group of alumni that
Haverford has."
beyond. Steere suspended classes for three weeks when
President Felix Morley discovered that the social security,
or Survivors Insurance, board needed help gathering information. "Wouldn't it be good training?" he suggested.
Recalls one former student, "For three weeks we roamed
the streets of Philadelphia, armed only with an index card
with addresses which weren't even geographically listed."
There were irate parents, says Douglas Steere. As a joke,
they told parents that they were well equipped with a survival kit: "a hatpin, a whistle, and a can of pepper to dash
in anyone's eyes." "Good nonviolent techniques!" laughs
Dorothy Steere. During the summers, students participated in a variety of projects, from summer farmwork camps
to Japanese-American internment camps. Most worked
within the United States, but Laurama Page Pixton and Fay
Calkins Ala'ilima, both MA. '45, worked in a Mexican camp
for Polish refugees.
The first group came back to Haverford for another semester, while the second (and final) R&R group, made up
of 5 men and 22 women, began that September. After finishing their theses, the first group ran into what everyone
suspected from the beginning would be the hardest struggle-finding placement overseas. Douglas Steere, in his
memoirs, recalls the help of Priscilla Krancer Goldthwait
MA. '45. 1n March 1945, they traveled to Washington to
meet an official with the United Nations Relief and Reconstruction Agency (UNRRA ). "We worked out a plan for him
to come to Haverford a fortnight later to have some interviews with a selection of students from both units. After he
had seen what their language equipment was and the
quality of the group, he seemed quite uninterested that
most of them were still in their early twenties," writes
Steere. Some 15 of this group were immediately appointed
to UNRRA and others taken later. Others were taken by the
American Friends Service Committee, and in 1946-47 there
were a number of R&Rs who transferred from UNRRA to
theAFSC.
20
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Where did the graduates go? "Not everybody was able
to get overseas," says Charlotte Brooks Read MA. '44, "but
everybody was able to put in some time and was able to
be of help in some way." She herself went to France and
Germany with the AFSC, working first in clothing distribution in Normandy, and then moving on to other zones and
positions. Others worked in relief agencies in the United
States, whether in wartime internment camps for Japanese-Americans in the West or administrative posts in
Washington. Happily for the planners of the program, a
number did work (and use their language skills!) in other
countries. Laurama Pixton returned to Mexico for several
months with Lois Plumb Stanton-who, unlike some of
her classmates, did not have the necessary language training to deal with this set of refugees from Poland's Winter
War. "It was a little hard not speaking Polish!," she laughs.
"I did what I could. I gave out the mail, taught English to
the schoolteachers (or tried to, they never did their homework), and spent a lot of time with the kids." She then
moved on to France where she worked for the AFSC, later
helping to build and guide a neighborhood center in
Darmstadt, Germany, with the Committee.
The post-war experiences of the other graduates in Europe varied immensely, from distribution work in devastated Poland to administrative work in France, but the efforts of the graduates were similar in providing needed
help and relief. Betty Freyhof Johnson '47 relayed the comments of the chief personnel office of the UNRRA Displaced Persons operation in Germany: "The recruitment
of [the Haverford Unit] was, he remarked, an experiment.
They were younger than the minimum age requirements.
They lacked work experience. The experiment, however,
he declared, had been an unqualified success. It was his
considered opinion that the youth, vigor, imagination, and
devotion of these people to the cause had rendered them
more valuable in the service of UNRRA than fifty percent
of the employees twice their age with years of experiences. They were flexible and untiring."
The R&R recall fondly their times at Haverford, and
many of the group remain close to the faculty, continuing
to visit and correspond with them forty years after graduation. "Douglas and Dorothy Steere were our mentors,"
says one graduate, and others readily agree. Laurama Pixton praises Douglas, "with his broad knowledge and acquaintance with all sorts of people all over the worldsuch a deep spiritual backing to the work he does." Many
feel especially close to Dorothy Steere, who "saw us as individuals, as human beings. While Douglas saw the
broader horizons, she saw the important day-to-day
things." In a letter written on the occasion of Edmund Stinnes' 70th birthday, Comfort Cary Richardson MA. '45
wrote that now "we recall those incidents which make us
smile, which serve to bring back memories of 15 months
of living and association with some of the most remarkable and wonderful people any of us have ever met before
or since ...What an awful lot you and Douglas and Harry
Pfund and Howard Teaf put up with and what a lot we
learned."
The Quaker influence was powerfully felt in this program-perhaps more strongly than in any other group of
Haverford graduates before or since. "Haverford was a
real turning point, a focus for almost everyone in the
group," says Mary Esther Dasenbrock. "Almost all of us

Alumni Day 1985, at the home of Douglas and Dorothy Steere at 2 College Circle. Front row: Jean Litchman Trapido '45,
Mar/is Gildemeister '44, Ruth A. Driscoll '45, Jean Wehmeyer Gross '45, Joy Fowle Smith '45, Priscilla Krancer
Goldthwaite '45, Anna Marga~et Atkinson Nicholson '45, Douglas V Steere. Middle row: Deborah Douglas Adams '46,
Lois Plumb Stanton '45, Mary Barclay Howarth '45, Carolyn Graham Stifel '46, Comfort Cary Richardson '45. Back row:
Wendell Williams '45, Frederick 0. Wilhelm '46, Mary Esther Williams Dasenbrock '45, Charlotte Brooks Read '44, Sarah
Hovey Wriggins '46, Elizabeth B. Garrison '45, Dorothy Steere, Annette Jones Reynolds '45.

became Quakers, and many have done a lot for Quakerism." Recalls Laurama Pixton, ~'The major decision we had
to make every First Day was whether to go to Haverford
Meeting to hear Rufus Jones or to Radnor to hear Douglas
Steere. They both always got up at about twenty to eleven,
so you couldn't have them both at the same Meeting!" Today, several members of the group remain very active on
the American Friends Service Committee.
The members of the R&R Unit have gone on to many
and diverse undertakings, and their stories reflect the values central to their Haverford experience. Comments
Laurama Page Pixton MA. '45, "All of us who were there in
the unit have never wavered from our idealism, and all of
us have tried to effect positive social change." Most of
them, men and women, have raised families. Several
teach, several have gone into social work or human services. Almost all have served their communities in a variety of ways. A number have worked with refugees in the
time intervening between their post-war relief work and
the present day. Fay Calkins Ala'ilima, who worked with
the United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration after the war, then moved to Samoa where she has
worked to encourage development, received the Haverford Award, given by the College for distinguished community service, in 1973.
That many members of the R&R Units still have close
ties to Haverford is evidenced by the fact that eleven of
the forty-one graduates of the program sit on the Corporation of the College, and one is a member of the Board of
Managers. Howard Teat, professor emeritus of economics
and former alumni director, comments, "I've always said
the R&R are the most consistently enthusiastic group of

alumni that Haverford has." An annual newsletter, issued
for over 30 years, helps members keep in touch. This year
marks the 40th reunion of the first group, and the 40th anniversary of the start of the second group's stay at the College. It is an occasion marked by two reunions for the farflung graduates of the R&R Unit, one at Haverford and one
in the West. The experience of the program is remembered with much warmth. "At the back of my mind all
along," says Laurama Pixton, "my year at Haverford had a
definite impact."
The efforts of the women and men of the Relief and Reconstruction Unit deserve comment and praise in this anniversary year. As a small graduate group, they have not
always received the attention from the College that undergraduate classes have. Several months ago, Peg Nicholson
commented: "On Sunday, I was talking to a sophomore in
college, a woman, and mentioned the 'now-famous R&R.'
She didn't know anything about it, so I guess we aren't so
famous." But the purpose and dedication of the R&Rs epitomize the caring ideals Haverford so highly prizes. As
Steere commented in the Haverford College Bulletin of
1943, there is "real satisfaction in reflecting that in keeping with its Quaker tradition, Haverford has helped to
quicken and to prepare some sixty young men and women
for this highly important service of healing and to move
them in spite of all hindrances to continue their training
and their faith in their task until one day they may represent the college and its spirit in helping to thaw the heart
of the frozen world." Dorothy Steere concludes, "They
really have all proved to be what they promised to be ...
and that So rarely happens."
BJ.S.
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RECONSIDERING THE

Michael Sells was appointed assistant professor of religion at Haverford
in 1984. A member of the Society of
Friends, Sells received his B.A. from
Gonzaga University and his Ph.D.
from the University of Chicago. He
teaches courses on Islam, Eastern religions and comparative mysticism.
He is currently at work on two longterm research projects. The first is a
translation and interpretation of early Arabic poetry, specifically the preIslamic ode. Several translations and
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interpretive essays have appeared as
articles, and he is at work on a booklength anthology entitled The Arabian
Ode. The second project, a study of
the logic, literary conventions and
philosophical goals of mystical discourse, leads him to a reevaluation of
the importance and nature of mysticallanguage. Last September, Sells
was asked to speak to the Haverford
Corporation about this second area
of research; this article is based on his
remarks.

"MYSTIC FLEECES ELDERLY
WIDOW OF LIFE SAVINGS." This recent headline reminded me of a
headline from the last presidential
primaries: " 'I AM NOT A MYSTIC,'
HART DECLARES." These words in
turn recall the declaration of a former president, "I am not a crook,"
though being considered a crook
might well be less harmful to a candidate's electoral chances than being
considered a mystic. The term "mystic" also shows up in accounts of religious terrorism, and in philosophical
criticism of muddled thinking. When
used positively it usually refers to a
spiritual or intellectual "superstar"
who has little relevance for us mere
mortals.
You may have guessed that I will
propose a different evaluation. My research into mystical writing of different religious and cultural traditions
leads me to a reconsideration of the
importance and the relevance of the
mystical side of life, and to a critique
of its denigration in contemporary
society.
A founder of mystical philosophy
in the West was Plotinus (d. 307 C.E.,
or A.D.). According to Porphyry, his
student, biographer, and editor, the
young Plotinus searched cosmopolitan Alexandria for a teacher, finally
finding Ammonius who wrote nothing and whose students swore not to
reveal his philosophy. After eleven
years with Ammonius, Plotinus set

out to visit Persia and India. Transportation being difficult, he hitched
on with the emperor Gordian's military expedition-a camp philosopher
as it were. The troops mutinied in
Mesopotamia and killed the emperor.
Plotinus fled, to Antioch and then on
to Rome, an ironic terminus for a
voyage to the East.
Once in Rome, Plotinus, like Ammonius, refused to write for years.
His attitude toward writing reflected
a dilemma that finally compelled him
to invent an entire new discourse,
what I call mystical dialectic. The dilemma is this: how can one speak
about the infinite or the unlimited if
the very act of language reference, of
naming or predication, delimits? To
speak of "The One," "The Good," or
even "The Unlimited" is to create a
term that self-destructs: its reference
must be unlimited, but the very act of
naming delimits it.
For Plotinus this problem is not a
matter of hair-splitting. It involves a
fundamental intellectual error that
turns philosophical and religious language-language that should lead to
liberation and openness-into a vehicle for exclusions and dogmatism.
The actual referent of the name used
for the unlimited (even the name "the
unlimited") can only be a delimited
entity. When that delimited "god" is
taken for the unlimited, the intellectual and spiritual universe becomes
closed and oppressive.

One solution to this dilemma is
analogy. One can name the unlimited, or even give it predications (it is
there, it thinks, etc.), but with the reservation that its being there or its
thinking are not like our being there
or thinking. For the mystical philosopher this solution is only partially
helpful. Since it is the act of naming
or predication that delimits rather
than the kind of predication involved,
no analogy can totally undo that act.
Language controls consciousness in
powerful and subtle ways. Plotinus
sought a more radical method.
He called his method apophasis
(speaking away), a term often translated as "negative theology," though
there is nothing particularly negative
about it. If all references delimit, we
cannot even say "we can't call it 'it' "
since we have to use reference (the
first "it") to deny reference (the second "it"). This leads to an infinite regress, spiralling away from saying
anything, an unfathomable perplexity
or aporia. Plotinus builds the aporia
into his language, using it as a magnet through which delimited structures are transformed into dynamic
or energetic movements.
Imagine a glowing mass inside a
sphere, Plotinus asks us. Light emanates from the mass to all points on
the sphere. Now reach in and pull out
the mass but imagine that the light is
still there. At that point, you cannot
find the source of light: it is every23
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WE FIND OURSELF IN BEWILDERMENT AT HOW TO SPEAK
.. . the Pythagoreans signified the unlimited among themselves with the
word "Apollo" [i.e. a-pollon, the not many}, through apophasis of the
many. If we were to take "the One" as a positing, as a name and a
referent, it would be clearer not to speak the name at all. We speak it only
that we can begin our search with that which signifies the most simple,
ending with the apophasis of even that .. .
Plotinus, Ennead 5.5.6.26-33.

where and nowhere. Plotinus' doctrine of emanation is misrepresented
when the second step is left out. I call
this step the manus ex machina (the
hand from the machine) that, like the
deus ex machina (god from the machine) of Greek drama, appears suddenly from out of the context to
change what is happening. In Plotinus this second step, this reaching
back into an image or a statement to
withdraw the delimitation, is not artificial, however. It is carried out by the
aporia, or unresolvable paradox, that
operates within his language, everywhere splitting apart the delimitations that the writer must pose in using language.
To say that the unlimited is beyond the world is to delimit it, to
place it in a conceptual space (the
beyond) and exclude from another
space (the within). Since any single
proposition will delimit, Plotinian
language is made up of "double propositions": it is beyond-but within;
it is neither here-nor there; it is an
awakening-but an awakening so intense there is no awakener. These
paradoxes do violate logical rules.
They are not merely "seeming con24
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tradictions." However, they are not
irrational or illogical. They are the result of a precise critique of language
reference, and they are the means by
which static, delimited structures of
language are transformed into continual contemplative movement.
Since the mind tends to fixate upon
delimiting formulations, mystical language continually poses new paradoxes in order to keep thought alive.
It is always reaching back in to pull
out the delimitations, the glowing
mass.
This remarkable combination of
intensity, precision and openness
can be seen in the Sufi Ibn 'Arabi,
known as the al-shakyh al-akbar (the
grand master) of Islamic mystical
philosophy (d. 1240 C.E., Damascus).
According to Ibn 'Arabi, the intellect,
with its rules of logic and reference,
is a valued and necessary means of
understanding. However, a fundamental error occurs when such delimited logic is applied to the unlimited. This results in "binding" (taqyid),
the narrowing of the unlimited into
one's own delimited and particular
notion of the truth. Fixation on a particular notion leads to spiritual stag-

nation and to a world of conflicting
beliefs. Ibn 'Arabi held that many
philosophical, religious and mystical
beliefs contained a manifestation of
the unlimited or real (al-haqq, sometimes loosely translated as "God").
To deny the truth of others, what
Quakers might call that of God in everyone, was for him a denial of the divine manifest in the various beliefs.
To worship one's own delimited image of the divine, the "god" of one's
belief, was true idolatry.
Ibn 'Arabi posed a new logic, the
logic of the perpetual transformation
of the human heart. In each moment
the Sufi gives up all images of the divine (and in this sense gives up the
ego-self in the Sufi state of fana' or
passing away in the divine), to become completely open, to receive the
next image. The logic of "either I'm
right or you're right" gives way to the
seeing of the divine in every moment
and everyone. This experience is
called "love madness": the Sufi is
driven out of normal delimited categories of logic by the intensity of the
experience. Ibn 'Arabi's emphasis on
a continually renewed receptivity in
every moment recalls Douglas

Steere's more recent discussion of
what it means to be "present."
Ibn 'Arabi's central symbol is the
polished mirror. When one looks at a
smudged mirror, one sees a mirror.
When the mirror is polished a shift
occurs: the mirror is no longer seen,
only the image reflected in it. For Ibn
'Arabi, the mirror is the human heart.
When the images and desires projected by the ego self pass away and
the mirror is polished, the image of
the divine is reflected. The divine and
human are one in that image. When
Ibn 'Arabi states that "it sees in it(self) its mystery" the aporia that underlies the polished mirror image
breaks apart the normal subject/object, reflexive/non-reflexive structures of language. The question "who
sees whom in whom" leads to a never
ending series of shifting references
and paradoxes.
Mysticism is usually associated
with extraordinary personalities and
experiences. Yet many mystics felt
that the extraordinary lies not beyond the everyday but within it. Ibn
'Arabi called the highest Sufi station
the station of no-station, the station
that sees every transformation of the
heart, however humble, as being the
one eternal transformation-the polishing of the mirror-that always
has occurred and always is occurring.
Meister Eckhart, the Dominican
mystic (d. 1327), believed that the
just act, any just act, however
"small," was nothing other than the
birth of the Son of God in the soul of
the one engaged in that act, since for
him that birth is the one and only just
act that, again, always has occurred
and always is occurring. Thus even
the humblest act of justice is an
event of miraculous, even cosmic
proportions, on whom "God's being
depends." For Eckhart, this birth can
only be achieved when the soul is devoid of its own images and desires,
when it achieves a "virgin" state. At
that moment the soul gives birth to
the Son. In another Eckhartian image,
the soul must be silent for the divine

THE JUST WIU IJVE ETERNAlLY
. .. the just seek nothing with their works. Those who seek something with
their works are servants and hirelings, working for their "why" and "for
what." If you wish to be in-formed and trans-formed into justice, do not
intendanything with your works, and form no "for what" in yourself,
neither in time nor in eternity, neither reward nor blessedness, neither
this nor that. Such works are in truth dead. Yes, even if it is God that you
form in yourself, whatever works you do for this reason are all dead.
Meister Eckhart, from German Sermon 39
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estra ~ ab intu d inti..U. pnu~ .... Jlinc C$l 'luob ilia opera
.....- et .eola, ~ btu in nobie ~atw- et no.e in ilo et propter
ilum, utpotr intmauan, viva .eunt. ®innia vera ~ra? t_uat oper&"'
. .. True life or living is the kind of process that proceeds not from
something exterior, but from within, from the deepest interior . . . those
works and only those works that God does in us, and we in God and
account of God as deep within, are alive ...
Meister Eckhart, from the Latin Commentary on the Book of Wisdom

word to speak to it and through it-a
concept that, ideally, is applied to
Quaker meetings.
These concepts are deeply paradoxical. It is only through grace that
the soul can give up its images and
desires and become purely receptive
and thus give birth to the Son. But at
other times Eckhart speaks of grace
as the birth of the Son itself. This
paradox reflects the Eckhartian notion of the trinity as the "self-birth" of
the divine. The infinite regress within
the image of something giving birth
to itself transforms normal notions of
causality. Questions of free will and
grace, or the relation of the eternal to
the temporal world, are revealed as
logically unresolvable. The mystical
dialectic is a continual contemplative
movement ever deeper into the abyss

of mystery that underlies such
questions.
Plotinus, Ibn 'Arabi and Eckhart
came from different cultures and different religious and philosophical
contexts. They share a mystical dialectic that allows expression, but
without binding, of the religious
meaning of their respective traditions. In the Jewish mystical classic,
the Zohar, it is the moment of repentance that is most dangerous, that
can give birth to evil. This, like all
symbolically complex notions, can
be interpreted in many ways. One
meaning is certainly that this is the
moment when we are tempted to
bind.
To use the term "mystery" today is
to invite criticism, since mystery is
associated with the acceptance of a
25

IN THE BEGINNING OF
In the beginning,
when the king first conceived
engraving engravings
in purity on high,
a dark flame flickered,
and in the hiddenness of hiddenness
from the mystery of the Ain Sof
["Without-Limit"]
a knot twisted
over the formless
forming a ring,
neither white, nor black
nor red, nor green,
nor any color at all . . .
The Zohar, attributed to Moses de Le6n
(d. 1305 C. E.), Beginning of the
Commentary on Genesis.

dogma on the basis of authority and
at the expense of reason. Though
mystery lies at the heart of mystical
dialectic, its meaning is utterly opposed to the acceptance of beliefs on
the basis of authority. The medieval
philosophers had promised that
careful use of reason could dispel
perplexity. The mystical philosophers agreed as long as the perplexity spoken about was that caused by
lack of logical precision. They made
careful use of philosophy. However,
the notion that the ultimate meaning
of life could be captured without perplexity was for them the primary intellectual error, an error shared by
the religious and non-religious alike.
By focusing on the aporia involved in
any reference to the unlimited they
engender what Ibn 'Arabi calls "mystical perplexity," and Plotinus calls
"thauma" or "wonderment." To put
aside one's delimited notions requires faith, not faith in "any-thing",
but the faith to become totally receptive, to give up the images posed by
the delimitations of language and the
projections of the ego. It is to risk
nothingness. But it is also to open
oneself up to that experience of wonderment which for mystical philosophers is the primary experience of
being human and being alive.
The mystical logic that is both the
cause and the result of wonderment
allows the self to see the other not as
a threat but as an affirmation.
Through it, religions can affirm dis26
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tinctiveness not by denying or condescending to the truths of other religions, but by affirming them as other.
A good community, one that is somehow united and "one," fosters the
most individuality in its members.
The more they are different, the more
each person is her- or himself, the
more the community is one. A false
community, a clique, attempts to
achieve unity by making everyone
the same. There is no unity, only homogeneity. By focusing on a unity beyond delimitation, mystical dialectic
offers an alternative to those who define and delimit the essence of religions, and those who call into question the possibility of communication
between religious traditions.
Mystical dialectic contains a moral
and philosophical critique of dogmatism that is just as stringent as the
great atheistic critiques. (Those critiques show little awareness that the
"god" they are criticizing has been
criticized from within mystical traditions). But it doesn't stop there, nor
does it advocate silence as is often
claimed. It operates within a linguistic and cultural context, and it is only
from a point within that context that
its silence, or its moment of moving
beyond delimited reference, becomes meaningful. At that level it is
neither atheistic nor theistic, since
the statements "God exists" and
"God does not exist" are single propositions based upon objective and
delimited reference. An objectively

affirmed god is by definition defined,
and by act of language reference, delimited. Objective language is transformed into a language of realization.
What cannot be said objectively must
be realized-that is, simultaneously
understood and actualized within. In
theological language, the transcendent can only be affirmed through
the immanent.
This tradition has been repressed
through inquisitions, and ignored (a
more successful form of repression)
in more modern times. Yet it offers
much. At its best, the language of
mystical dialectic transcends the
split between the mind and the heart.
It takes on meaning within religious
and cultural traditions, but it continally moves beyond the facade of rationalistic and religious dogmatisms.
The value of this kind of discourse
might best be illustrated by the current debate over education. Do we
want our children educated in
schools that impose this or that religious ideology upon them? Or do we
want them educated in schools that
find embarassing and avoid the ultimate questions that children in their
wisdom will always ask? A tradition
that has found wonderment and life
in the questioning rather than in any
particular answer can offer an alternative to the present polarity between religious narrowness and intolerance on the one side and an
alienated, ultimately trivial world of
secularized mass culture on the other.

by Steven Rothman
In the fall of 1939, when Kitty Foyle appeared under the
imprint of that old Philadelphia firm J. B. Lippincott, Christopher (Kit) Morley cut a distinctive figure on the American literary scene. He was fixed in the public's and the
critics' minds as a bookish writer of whimsies and introspective essays. His name alone sold books to readers.
This makes the ad campaign for Kitty Foyle all the more
surprising, for nowhere in the copy was the author's name
mentioned. Morley was a brilliant ad man; his copy
grabbed your attention. One ad read, "I don't believe he
wrote it, it's somebody's pen name." "I don't care who
wrote it, it's not fair to cut so close to the nerves." "Kitty
Foyle: Not a book, but a woman." Though Morley's name is
omitted, the clues to his identity are strong: "To make
New York and Philadelphia Love One Another, said the author long ago, was his mission in life." The ad campaign
ran in The New York Times through the first hundred thousand copies sold.
Kitty Foyle has all that we expect from Morley's writing:
the views and the turns of phrase that are the mark of the
master. The new dimension is Kitty Foyle herself. Kitty is

alive, alert and aware. She reveals herself to us completely
in her reverie, and we close the book feeling not only that
we understand her, but that we have lived her life too.
Kitty Foyle is the narrator of her own story, a monologue of flashbacks and flashforwards, of regrets and remembrances. She is our only viewpoint and though we
may suspect her dialogue at times, we accept it. Kitty was
the product of an earnest, self-directed reading program
and her field of reference is wider than she would like us
to believe.
Never before and never again was Morley able to
breathe such life into his art. But Kit was no Pygmalion. Of
his would-be Galatea, he wrote:
She is not my type: I mean, I do not believe I myself would find her tempting or even amusing, because I would not be likely to penetrate her armor
of reserve (which is considerable). This may seem
absurd, since she has no existence except in my
own mind.
The figment was real enough for Kit to refuse to sign any
copies of the book, saying it was more Kitty's than his.
27

The plot in brief: Kitty Foyle, daughter of a Frankford
night watchman, spends her teens in the Midwest, summering in Philadelphia. Through her father's cricket interests, she meets and falls in love with Wynnewood Strafford
VI, heir to Strafford, Wynnewood and Co., the oldest private bank in Philadelphia. Their mutual passion blossoms
despite Kitty's doubts and the many obstacles Wyn's family puts in their way. In the end, society wins and Kitty has
an abortion rather than feel she forced Wyn to marry her.
The last part of the book is Kitty's life as assistant to Delphine Detaille, a very French cosmetics maker.
Morley himself summed up the plot as "Kitty Foyle ,
which caused indignation in many readers, was an unexpected revelation, in the person of an Irish-American,
'white-collar girl,' of the mind and heart and biology of a
young>woman of the 1930's."
Though Kit Morley had left Philadelphia twenty years
before, the city plays a vital supporting role in the novel. It
is shown through the eyes of Kitty who, like Kit, loved but
left her native city. The idiom of Philadelphia is correct,
but sometimes Kit-or Kitty?-slips. For instance, no
Philadelphian ever speaks of the front stoop; this is the
voice of New York. Philadelphia is viewed nostalgically
but realistically, as befits an emigre who had real reasons
to leave.
Consider:
Maybe it's a good thing he died when he did, he'd
be pretty sore at the old town now. There's no
steam engines at Broad Street Station, and no
morning Ledger, and I guess they've almost forgotten how to play cricket.
Balance that regretting tone against this:
It was my own, no place I've ever lived since felt
quite certain. It was a Philadelphia kind of feeling,
sure of itself. Philly hasn't much idea what's going
on nowadays, all she wants is not to be bothered
or embarrassed, and coupons to cut. But she did
give us a sense of solidity. Wyn said one time, she
had her spell of modernism and revolution back
in the 18th century and got through with it once
and for always.
The Philadelphia that emerges is the city of Lincoln Steffen's phrase "corrupt and contented." The city was like
the clock in the Foyles' front room: "an imitation of Horticultural Hall, you could see all the works, which were usually slow. 'It has Philadelphia blood,' Pop said."
And the Main Line was similar.
Wyn ... had the Philadelphia idea that people
west of Paoli are yokels and peasantry. The most
significant thing that ever happened in Philly,
though they don't know it yet, was when it quit
being the terminus of the Pennsy Railroad and
grand old Broad Street Station became just a turnaround for the suburban trains. When people are
happy, like Wyn's crowd, you don't tell them
things. In Philly, they thought they were the End of
the Line .... 'In Philly,' Wyn would say, 'we're not
interested in anything until it stays here several
generations. Even the Saturday Evening Post is
still a bit of an outsider; that's why they always insist it was founded by Ben Franklin.'
The Main Line is called that because it's on the
way to Chicago, but I'm sure Wyn thought it was
because it goes to Bryn Mawr and the Devon
28
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Horse Show. What happens to it west of the
Horseshoe Curve he could scarcely imagine. ·
Trains roll through Kitty Foyle as importantly as they do
through all of Kit's works. (This is the man who wrote,
"Nothing is so holy as the Local to Paoli.") Kitty herself
runs away on a train. Her first ride takes her as a maturing
girl to the strange world of the Midwest. Later, she rides
the same route to escape the oppressiveness of Wyn's
family. As a New Yorker, she does her commuting on the
IRT. "I think I learned a good deal," says Kitty, "when I
came to New York and took to riding the subway .... In
Philly, Wyn and his crowd hardly even knew there was a
subway. They rode the snobway instead; the suburban
trains."
Kitty has nothing against the Main Line: after all, it did
produce the love of her life. What she objects to is feeling
that she would have to conform to its rules to win acceptance. In a fascinating self-cross-examination, Kitty shows
us how she feels about Wyn:
Q: You think Wyn is happy now?
A: I think his life is full of delightful routine. He
has what the government calls Social Security.
Oh, and how. Read the Public Ledger on Sundays, or whatever paper they have now.
Q: Are you quite fair to Philadelphia?
A: I am thinking of it only as a symbol. Actually, I
love it dearly.
Q: But are they not the most charming people in
the world?
A: Of course. But the enemies of the Future are
always the very nicest people.
The idea of an insular Philadelphia recurs. "Wyn used to
say ... Philly ... invented the United States, then turned
the idea over to other people to manage and went back to
its affairs-by which he really meant the Assembly, the
Symphony, Cricket, and Fish House Punch."
The Philadelphians' names amuse some readers and
annoy others. "Why Wynnewood Strafford?" they say.
"Why did Morley spoil the realism of his novels with such
names?" Such readers miss the point. Except for Wyn, the
rest of them are very like the paper dolls young Kitty
played with, all named for leaders of Philadelphia society.

"LE DERNIER STRAW,
Eddy got hold of my copy and wouldn't give up.
I could hear him chuckling or grinding his teeth
until 4 a ...m. So I don't know what happened after
Pocono. \X'hy did Eddy look at me so queerly this
morning? I want to talk to you aboutAll Booku!luJ $2.5(]
]. B. Lippincolt Company

So there is Mrs. Rosemont Rittenhouse and Mrs. B. Cynwyd Lloyd, and Cadwalader Shippen, and Mr. and Mrs.
Swarthmore Comly and the F. X. Haddonfield Berwyns. But
except for Rasey Rittenhouse (nicknamed, in part, I suspect, for Dr. Rosenbach), none of the Charge Accounts are
meant to be more than animated names from the society
columns. Wyn is Philadelphia society to Kitty.
Nineteen twenty-nine is the year of Kitty and Wyn's
great affair. Wyn starts a magazine. Says Kitty:
He thinks Philadelphia is a big enough town to
support a sophisticated magazine of its own,
something like the New Yorker but written for the
Philadelphia crowd. He says they'll call it Philly .... plenty of wisecracking stuff about football,
and hunting, and cricket, and the Orchestra, and
famous food and drink, and little articles about
picturesque history. Think of all the schools and
colleges round Philly, they ought to eat it up.
Of course, Philly folds after four issues. Not only was
the fall of '29 not the best time to publish, but the appeal of
the idea itself was questionable. As Molly, Kitty's friend
from the Midwest, points out,
If I get the town from what you've told me, I don't
think it'll work .... I don't believe Philadelphia
gives a damn about being In the Know. It prefers
not to be, or it thinks it's there already. The people on top are so damn sure they know it all they
don't want to Jearn anything new; and the people
underneath know they haven't a Chinaman's
chance. I think it's rather swell to have one town
that simply doesn't give a damn except to be comfortable. Why does your friend want to give it the
needle?
Philly dies after the Penn-Cornell game, where it serves to
keep rain off the crowd. The problem was summed up by
Kitty: "In order to really kid Gentlemen you have to have
people who aren't Gentlemen and when the Main Line
tries to kid itself it's just committing suicide."
In the midst of publishing, Kitty and Wyn fall in love and
Wyn wants to marry her, and perhaps more daring, take
her to the Assembly as his partner. Kitty turns this down,
saying, "the Ballroom of the Bellevue wasn't planned for
gestures of defiance." Kitty's two meetings with Wyn's
family are so uncomfortable for her that we have only the
sketchiest impression of "fox heads and bear heads and
moose heads and deer heads like a stockyard."
Kitty Foyle's plot was nothing new in the world of letters, not even Philadelphia novels. The story of Jove
across class lines is a very old one. Francis Biddle dealt
out the same plot in his 1927 novel, The Llanfear Pattern,
about the life and loves of Carl Llanfear, a man from a family much like Biddle's own. Llanfear, like Wyn, succumbs
to the lures of family and Philadelphia in the end. But The
Llanfear Pattern is a forgotten novel and seems terribly
dated and slow, while Kitty Foyle glows strongly after 40
years. Kitty Foyle also gives us a more balanced picture
than its contemporary: Philip Barry's Philadelphia Story.
Barry's play is still amusing, though it leaves an impression more of wisecracks than of Philadelphia. It could take
place anywhere among the rich.
What made this semi-Cinderella story a best seller?
Perhaps it's the very way that Kitty rejected the happilyever-after for the claim of self. Perhaps, as some critics
claim, it was the talk of sex, abortion and outhouses. But

the book doesn't titillate. The-passion between Kitty and
Wyn seems real and appealing. Could it be that the book
sold well because it is written well? Possibly-but if so, it
must be a rarity among best sellers. The real answer probably lies somewhere between the two.
Many of Morley's friends disliked Kitty Foyle. Tom Daly,
the poetaster of ethnic Philadelphia, told a reporter, "He
jumped into that field for one reason-to make money."
The citizens of Conshohocken were up in arms over Pop
Foyle's use of "Conshohocken" as a substitute cuss word
instead of his more blasphemous "jesusgod." And The
Church News, the official organ of the Episcopal Diocese of
Philadelphia, pronounced Kitty Foyle "obscene." Kit was
amused by all the fuss, saying: "My only comment at the
moment can be put in one word. Splendid!"
Even the merchants had their doubts. John Wanamaker
was said to have sold the book only by request, and then
from under the counter. A reader from Strafford, Marthg
Serene Lewis, wrote to Morley the following letter:

Dear Christopher Morley,
I wish thee had not written Kitty Foyle.
Sincerely,

Closer to home, the President of Haverford, W. W. Comfort, was very upset with the book and with his friend
Chris for writing it. Morley had to defend himself even to
his publisher. He wrote to Joe Lippincott:
That vulgarity is not-as you charmingly and innocently suggested-lugged in on purpose, either
to scandalize or to amuse. It has to be there. Believe me, it causes me as much anxiety as it possibly could you; it is going to offend a great many
people, some of whom are near and dear to myself; it is going to cause surprise or shock or annoyance to a good many critics.
Despite Uncle Billy Comfort and The Church News, the
book sold over 100,000 copies in eight editions in slightly
over 14 weeks. It was serialized in the Bulletin. But most
importantly for the public, it was sold to the movies. RKO
paid Chris $50,000 and made the film that won Ginger Rogers her Academy Award and her freedom from Fred Astaire. Kitty was also turned into a soap by CBS radio that
ran for 192 episodes in 1942.1t was a much gentler affair
than the book, as General Mills did not want to sponsor
anything disturbing.
With all the fuss by readers, viewers, listeners and censors, the place of Kitty Foyle in Morley's works is lost. It is
very much a Morley book, an achievement made ali the
more remarkable because the narrative voice is not that of
the author, a 49-year-old man, but of Kitty, a 28-year-old
woman. Kit changed even his method of writing to pro29

duce this book. He had until then written with a fountain
pen, using it as a dip pen to allow his ideas time to mature
between thought and paper. But Kitty Foyle was produced
at the typewriter, whose mechanical agency created a
buffer between author and subject, allowing Kitty to come
to the fore and the clever wordplay of Kit to remain shadowed.
The success of Kitty Foyle is summed up in the theme of
the ad campaign: "The Natural History of a Woman." The
urban nature of Kitty is a universal picture of the whitecollar woman: the sharecropper of the typewriter. The
novel fulfills its promise from the title page, where "Kitty
Foyle" is written bold in lipstick, to the motto borrowed
from George Saintsbury:
All the requirements of the novelist are subsidiary

The Life and Times of Kit Morley

"What a grand guy!"
This is how Kitty Foyle starts her reveries, thinking of
her father. But the words could also be said of her creator,
a writer who demands as much attention as his characters.
Christopher Morley-Chris or Kit-was a local boy,
born on College Circle, May 5th, 1890. His father had come
to Haverford as a professor of mathematics in 1887. The
Morleys quickly became a part of the community and the
three boys-Christopher, Frank Jr. and Felix-had the run
of campus. Frank was to become a publisher with Faber &
Faber in London, and Felix returned to Haverford as its
president.
Photo of Dennis Morgan and Ginger Rogers (p. 27) in the film Kitty Foyle,
from the theatre collection of the Free Library of Philadelphia.
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to this, that he shall in his pages show us the result of the workings of the heart and brain, of the
body, soul, and spirit of actual or possible human
beings.
Kitty Foyle fulfills these requirements and so earns its
place as a great novel. It is a book full of body, soul, and
spirit.
Steven Rothman presented "Kit and Kitty: From Haverford to Frankford" as a talk to the Library Associates on
January 23, 1983. He began collecting Christopher Morley
at the age of 12 after being carried away by Parnassus on
Wheels. Since then he has managed to fil/40 feet of shelves
with books by or about Chris Morley. He also works at
Rothman Equipment Co.
The Haverford period ended with the century and a
move to Johns Hopkins. Though Baltimore was always to
remain an important place in the atlas of Chris's heart, it
would never replace Haverford as home. In 1906, Kit returned to the College at the young age of 16. As an undergraduate, Kit studied literature and life. His autobiographical novel John Mistletoe, written at the age of 40, gives us
the portrait of a boy growing and learning and viewing his
home and campus as Elysium.
After Haverford, Kit went up to New College at Oxford.
This was a homecoming for the young Rhodes Scholar,
who was well acquainted with England and his many relatives there. While at New College, Kit had his first book
published by Blackwell's as part of the Young Poets series.
After Oxford, Kit returned to the States, wanting to work
in the world of letters. Securing an introduction to Doubleday and Co., he journeyed out to Garden City, Long Island.
There, after a tour of the plant, he was introduced to the
publisher, F N. Doubleday. The young man immediately
began telling all about himself and pulling lists of publishing projects out of every pocket. To staunch the flood of
words, Mr. Doubleday asked, "What job would you like
here?" Not missing a beat, Kit replied, "Yours. " Doubleday
did not give up his executive suite, but he did give Kit a job.
In 1917, he returned to Philadelphia to work for Curtis
Publishing, first as an editor for the Ladies' Home Journal
and then as a columnist for the Ledger. But by 1920, Morley left Philadelphia for good to conduct his "Bowling
Green" column for the New York Evening Post Kit left daily journalism in 1924 to help start the Saturday Review of
Literature. All this time, essays, poems, short stories, plays
and novels were pouring from his pen.
When he was only 37, he received the highest accolade
a publisher can bestow upon a living author: Doubleday
published the 12-volume Haverford Collected Edition of his
works. In 1937 Kit was named the editor of the eleventh
edition of Bartlett's Familiar Quotations. He had a fame
outside of print as well, as an early radio commentator
and an original member of "Information Please!" as the
panel's literature expert. His most lasting organization is
the Baker Street Irregulars, that group of stalwarts who
meet annually to devote themselves to the life and work of
Sherlock Holmes.
Material from Kitty Foyle by Christopher Morley reprinted with permission
from Harper & Row.
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BOOKS
The editor welcomes comments
and ideas and hopes that each Haverford author will be sure to send the
College a copy of his or her latest
book (copies will eventually go to the
Magill Library), as well as reviews
and press releases, so that we may
note them in future issues of HORIZONS. Please send your materials to
the Publications Office, Haverford
College, Haverford, PA 19041, Attention: John F. Gummere, Books Editor.
Alley, Robert W. '79, illustrator.
The Brave Little Computer, by David Lyon. Little Simon/Simon & Schuster, 1984. Unpaged.
Alley has contributed charming
full-color illustrations to this tale of
Betsy, "a small personal computer
with a pleasant disposition," who, in
addition to playing tic-tac-toe with the
family cat and keeping the household
budget balanced, bails out a big computer that almost loses the electrical
power in the city of Cowabunga. A
space-age version of The Little Engine
Who Could.
The author, David Lyon, also attended Haverford, and has a sister,
Susan, in the class of '87.
Barry, Dave '69. Bad Habits: A
100% Fact Free Book. Doubleday,
1985. 227 pages.
Humorist Dave Barry strikes again
with a collection of essays, most reprinted from his syndicated newspaper columns. Making fun of topics
from household perils and governmental follies to exercise, food and
sports, Dave also takes a few stabs at
education, in particular his own college career. Among other advice,
Barry tells the reader that "another
reason you shouldn't feel better educated than your kids is that almost everything your teachers told you is a
lie. Take the continents. I bet they told
you Europe was one continent, and
Asia was another. Well, any moron
with a map can plainly see Europe
and Asia are on the same continent. I
don't know who started the lunatic rumor that they were two continents ... And what about those maps
they showed you? Greenland looked
enormous, bigger than Russia. If

.
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Greenland were really that big, it
would be a major power. All the other
nations would stay up late nights worrying about it. But the truth is Greenland is smallish and insignificant. The
other nations rarely even invite it to
parties. So don't think you're so
smart."
Besides, how can you resist a man
who informs the world that "the barbecue was invented more than eighty
million years ago by Cro-Magnon
Man, who was the son of Stephanie
Cro and Eric Magnan, a primitive but
liberated couple"? Barry's comments
on the history and progress of modern
America provide entertaining reading.

Fox, Peter '61, William B. Goldbek,
Jacob S. Spies. Health Care Cost
Management. Health Administration
Press, 1984. 199 pages, paperback.
This book deals with a timely topic:
the escalating costs of health care in
general as well as in private-sector
initiatives. Chapters are written by the
listed authors and others. The titles
show the all-inclusive contents: e.g.,
Worksite Wellness, In-House Corporate Medical Programs, Health Care
Coalitions, Cost-Containment Strategy. Peter Fox '61 has contributed the
concise and precise "Overview" of the
matter.

Flaccus, Louis W. '34. By a Departing Light. Mountain Press Publishing Company, 1984. 110 pages.
Dedicated to the memory of Ruth
Shoemaker Flaccus, this collection of
poems and stories tells movingly of
lives well spent. Flaccus has included
tales written for Westtown School and
copies of the 50th college reunion letters written by his mother and himself: Wellesley to Haverford.

Lenfest, David '58 and Linda K.
Woods. Mac Multiplan. Tab Books,
1984. 260 pages, paperback.
Also, David Lenfest and William
Houze: The Kaypro: Plain & Simple.
Tab Books, 1984. 198 pages, paperback.
KAYPRO Word Processing Plain
& Simple. Tab Books, 1985. 175
pages, paperback.

John F. Gummere '22
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Adding to the list of Haverford authors now writing about computers,
David Lenfest has published these
three volumes designed to make the
life of the computer-user an easy one.
The first is a step-by-step instruction
manual for the Multiplan business
software package designed for Apple's Macintosh computer. The next
two manuals-or for the initiate, "interactive learning tools"-provide
instructions, in plain English, for the
KAYPRO personal computer.
Lenfest has taught writing ancl is
currently president of his own corporation, specializing in the design of
interactive video training programs
and the production of computer
books.
Stokes, F. Joseph Jr. '35. Illustrations by Charlotte C. Stokes. Handguide to Coral Reef Fishes of the
Caribbean and Adjacent Areas.
Lippincott & Crowell, 1980. 160
pages, full color.
Let a biologist at the St. Croix Bureau of Fish and Wildlife speak for
this remarkable book: "I could not
possibly find adequate words for the
job the authors have done. I was most
impressed by the illustration and the
completeness."
A first printing of 15,000 is nearly
sold out and there will be a second
printing.
Also by F. Joseph Stokes Jr. '35:
Stokes, Cope, Emlen, Evans Genealogy.
Here are 28 charts that "very clearly
and completely indicate the relationship of the Germantown branches of
these Germantown-and-Haverford-associated families. 1600 names are included and indexed." The English origins of the four families are given.
John F. Gummere '22

Vernon, Steven K. '61. Antique
Fishing Reels. Stackpole Books,
1984. 192 pages.
Research at the U.S. Patent Office
and the Smithsonian have enabled
this Haverfordian to write a definitive
book on antique reels and the development of various reel functions. In
an article of interest to anglers, the
author was interviewed by The New
York Times when the book was issued. In an activity of much less importance to the fisherman, Steve
works in the pharmaceutical industry.
John F. Gummere '22
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Whitman, John '48. Geneva Accord. Crown Publishers, 1985. 278
pages.
For much of his thirty-year career
with the C.I.A., John Whitman served
as chief analyst of Soviet policy. From
1977 to 1979, he was the C.I.A. representative at the SALT II talks in Geneva. This tale of espionage is his first
novel and draws heavily from his experience with the arms control talks.
The chief character, George Inigo, is
an analyst with the C.I.A. who is
tapped for an assignment as agency
representative in the U.S. SALT II delegation (sound familiar?). Inigo finds
himself caught in a swirl of clandestine strategy and plotting that has at
stake the successful completion of
the SALT negotiations. The story proceeds apace, replete with the usual
politics, suspense and love interest.
Whitman's first-hand experience adds
special flavor to this thriller; he explains the complicated details of treaty-making in a precise, in-depth and
fascinating manner. Geneva Accord
is well worth the attention of those
with an interest in who controls the
stakes in what could be the highestrolling game around-nuclear arms
control.
Whitman is now launched in a new
career as a psychiatric social worker,
practicing in Washington, D.C.
Zumeta, William '69. Extending
the Educational Ladder: The
Changing Quality and Value of
Postdoctoral Study. Lexington
Books/D.C. Heath and Co., 1984. 225
pages.
Zumeta's research into the nature
and future of postdoctoral education
covers many issues in higher education today. The study focuses on the
growing cadres of "postdocs" who
hold temporary research positions in
universities across the United States.
Is there a lack of positions in which to
place them, or is training inadequate
for specialized advanced knowledge,
particularly in the sciences? The conclusions suggest that, increasingly, an
eroded job market for Ph.D.'s routes
them into the postdoctoral channel,
although many postgraduates do stay
in school to further theit educations
in areas outside their own specialities. This book was recently the focus
of a front-page article in The Chronicle of Higher Education.

"CONNECTICUT LEGENDS
SOUGHT AND TOW"
reads the business card of David E.
Philips '50. Philips, a professor of
English at Eastern Connecticut State
University, has collected local folktales for nearly twenty years. Drawing from over a hundred oral and
written sources, he has assembled a
collection of supernatural tales, anecdotes, local stories and personal legends in a handsome boxed edition
called Legendary Connecticut: Tradi-

tional Tales from the Nutmeg State,
published in 1984. The book received
a great deal of favorable publicity
from local and national press. In connection with the book's publication,
Philips has exercised his storytelling
skills in a number of locations
throughout Connecticut and also narrated five ghost tales from his collection for a New Haven television news
show. One of his eerie legends is reprinted below with permission of the
publisher.

The Sunken House of
Gardner Lake
If you dropped anchor some still
night at a certain spot in Salem's lovely Gardner Lake, they say you can
hear a haunting melody, played on an
old piano, arising from beneath the
quiet waters. And if you chose next
day to investigate the source of the
mysterious refrain by diving with
mask and tank into the depth of those
dark waters, you might just find yourself standing on the roof of a house
with a piano in its parlor. For there is,
indeed, a full-size home resting on
the lake bottom, inhabited now only
by creatures which breathe with gills.
The sunken house in Gardner Lake
began its watery history sometime in
the winter of 1899-1900. The previous
fall, the owner of the home had engaged a construction firm to move
the house from its original lot on one
side of the lake to a lot he had pur-

chased on the opposite shore. The
contractor determined that the most
efficient way to move the building
was to wait until deep winter cold
had frozen the lake solid and then to
slide it from shore to shore on the
thick ice. Once the house was jacked
up off the ground and placed on giant
runners, a team of oxen could easily
accomplish the task.
Moving day finally arrived, but by
the time the house had been prepared for the sled, moved down to
the shore and slid half-way across
the lake, darkness had fallen. The
workers decided to leave the house
resting on its icy bed overnight and
complete the move after daybreak.
However, when they returned to the
lake the next morning, they discovered to their chagrin that the extreme
weight of the house resting on one
spot for so long had been too much
for the supporting ice. It had cracked
under the pressure, leaving the house
and all its content listing heavily to
port and threatening to sink altogether. Lacking the equipment to haul the
structure from the water, all the contractors could do was go through the
house salvaging such valuables as
were portable and leave the building
and its remaining contents to Mother
Nature.
Surprisingly enough, even after the
ice left Gardner Lake, the house stubbornly refused to sink. In fact, for several years it continued to float, halfsubmerged, on the surface of the

lake. Here tourists came from as far
away as Boston to view the remarkable floating house, and children
from the area were said to have enjoyed rowing out to play in the still
unsubmerged attic. Years after it finally settled to the bottom of the
lake-at a point where water depths
are said to exceed fifty feet-divers
in scuba gear have enjoyed finding
the sunken hulk and exploring its interior. As late as 1959, a doll and
crockery were recovered from the
damp domicile. Recent explorers
have also reported that many of the
larger pieces of furniture remaining
in the house are still in a remarkable
state of preservation. Especially is
this true, they say, of the upright piano leaning against a parlor wall.

But even the divers can offer no
explanation for the occasional stories that come from fishermen working the waters over the sunken house
on certain warm, quiet evenings.
More than a few anglers have come
home at night to tell family and
friends about the echoing piano
melodies which have come faintly to
their ears-as if from the water directly beneath then-and which, they
claim, they just can't seem to forget.
--Legendary Connecticut: Traditional Tales
from the Nutmeg State. 297 pages, illustrated
with 142 steel engravings and woodcuts. Oversize hardcover with slipcase. Notes and
sources for each chapter; bibliography and index. Published by the Spoonwood Press, Ltd.,
Suite 408, 99 Pratt Street, Hartford, CT 06103.
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Secretary of State, George P.
Schultz, announced President Reagan's nomination of John C. Whitehead '43 to be deputy secretary of
state on April 18, 1985. The appointment requires Senate confirmation.

John, Haverford's former board chairman and still a board member, is
president of the International Rescue
Committee, heavily involved with refugee problems and is a member of
the Council on Foreign Relations and
the Georgetown Center for Strategic
and International Studies.
In our Fall issue, we reported
John's retirement from his positions
of co-chairman and general partner of
Goldman, Sachs. Now we have a tribute to him from his Goldman, Sachs
colleagues, with whom he worked
since 194 7.It referred to his role in developing the company's published
business principles and establishing
its investment banking services department, an innovative concept. The
company also appreciates his early
recognition of the importance of international activities. The tribute in-

eludes announcement of the "John C.
Whitehead/Goldman Sachs FacultyBusiness Executives Exchange Program at the Harvard Business School,
to permit faculty members and business managers to e~change roles for
several months, each to better understand the perspectives of the other."
The tribute concludes: "John
Whitehead has contributed enormously to our success and we are
grateful to him for it."
N.B . In light of recent reminders of
the Vietnam War, it seems appropriate to recall that John was one of
those rare denizens of Wall Street,
who participated in a reading of the
names of the Vietnam war dead during business hours, from the pulpit of
Trinity Church.
C.P.

FRITZ NOVA '40

A NAZI HELPED SHAPE HI~
by Lacy McCrary

F

ritz Nova's daily prayers include an anonymous German
border guard who, almost 50
years ago, not only saved Nova's life
but also helped shape his philosophy
of tolerance and love of mankind.
It was 1936. Nova, who was born a
Jew, was trying to flee Nazi Germany
to survive. His train from his native
Berlin arrived at the Austrian border,
where the guard, in an SS uniform,
entered the compartment in which
Nova was the only passenger.
"I had no luggage, no money and
my passport was about to expire," he
recalled the other day in his small office at Villanova University, where he
has taught political science for 32
years.
"He questioned me closely and
then walked up and down like a lion
in a zoo, and I could hear shooting
outside the train. I had told him I was
going to visit an uncle in Milan, Italy,
and finally he told me to enjoy my
weekend with my uncle.
"Obviously he didn't believe my
story. But for some reason he didn't
turn me in.
"If there had been anyone else in
36
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the compartment, he
would not have been
able to do what he
did to keep me
alive," Nova said.
With the help of
that unknown guard,
Nova fled Nazi Germany.
He eventually
emigrated to the
United States, obtained a scholarship
to Haverford College
and served in the
Army. He was sent
by the Army back to
Germany as an interrogator of war criminals and later
earned a doctorate
in political science
from the University of Pennsylvania.
Nova has imparted his knowledge
and theory of government to about
15,000 Villanova students since 1953.
In May, he is retiring from the university and will observe that landmark
with the publication of his sixth book.
The book is about a relatively unknown member of the Nazi hierarchy,
Alfred Rosenberg, and is titled the
Chief Nazi Theorist of the Holocaust.

The work is to be published by Octagon Press.
Nova said he decided to write a
book about Rosenberg because he
has not been written about and was a
theorist, as is Nova.
"I compare his theories to Hitler's
in my book. There were a lot of parallels. Being a teacher of political science and theory for years, I found
that nothing had been written about
Rosenberg."
Rosenberg was sentenced to death
at Nuremberg for his war crimes and
was hanged by the Allies on Oct. 16,
1946.
As for the German border guard,
Nova said many Jews would not have
survived without the help of those

who ostensibly were their enemies.
"It has made a lot of difference in
my life," said Nova, who is now a
Christian. "I have no hatred. I don't
hate anyone, not even the Germans.
In the Army I wondered what would
happen if I caught Hitler. Would I
shoot him? I wouldn't have shot him.
"It was a wonderful life in Germany. My teachers were decent to
the end. My Gentile classmates were
extremely decent. My life has confirmed my impressions of the good in
humanity. I have never had a reason
to doubt or to change my philosophy,
which is to respect all human beings
with no distinctions," Nova said.
It is a remarkable philosophy considering that Nova's father and most
of his relatives died in Nazi concentration camps.
Nova, 70, studied for three years at
the University of Milan while living
with his uncle. In 1939, he was threatened with expulsion and a return to
Germany. The next few months, he
said, were the worst time of Nova's
life as he made the rounds of the various foreign consulates trying to find
a country that would accept him.
"I would have served in the Hottentot army or the French Foreign Legion or in a salt mine in Siberia. I was
young and I wanted to survive. My
money was running out. It was humiliating to go to the consulates. I didn't
want coffee or tea or wine. I wanted a
visa," Nova said.
However, all of the consulates rejected him.
Then Nova got lucky again. He met
a friend who was studying at Haverford College and who knew a leading
Quaker. The Quaker knew about a
scholarship available at the school
for a refugee.
"The Quakers had collected money for the scholarship for someone in
distress whose life depended upon
getting into the U.S.," Nova said.
In February 1939, Nova landed at
New York and made his way to Hav-

"LOVE OF MANKIND
erford College, where he received
bachelor's and master's degrees.
After receiving his doctorate, with
a dissertation titled "The National
Socialist Fuehrerprinzip and its Background in German Thought," Nova
volunteered for the Army, in part because he knew it would gain him
American citizenship.
For a year Nova was assigned to
Frankfurt, Germany, as an intelligence interrogator of prisoners from
the Nazi regim~conomists,
church leaders and educators.
"I had a burning desire to help in a
war against my own oppressors. C~r
tainly, we who were the victims of
fascism should serve," he said.
He said one of the most famous
Nazis he interrogated was Wilhelm
Keppler, an SS general in Hitler's
cabinet and an economics adviser.
He said Keppler got 10 years in prison at the Nuremberg war-crimes trials. "I believe he died in prison, but
my heart does not bleed for him."
Nova said his return to Germany
during the war was not traumatic.
"The first German I saw was such a
little guy, so bedraggled. I had no
fear, no hate. I was just numb."
Nova, a small, wiry man, said he
would spend his retirement reading
and doing research and perhaps
teaching part time after he and his
wife move from their Berwyn home
to Cumberland County.
He said he has tried to teach his
students to appreciate the essence of
democracy.
"Respect for fellow men, participation in all levels wherever possible
and the ability to be able to criticize
and discuss the government. And toleration for others' views. I'm sure I've
reached a great many of my students.
I taught them something useful to
their life."
This article is reprinted by permission
ofThe Philadelphia Inquirer, March
11, 1985.

"Which Daughter?"
by Dale B. Ride '45

A

plane is flying from England to
the U.S. About halfway across
the Atlantic the pilot's voice
comes on saying, "We are going to
crash in the Atlantic ... for those of
you who can swim, there are life rafts
under the seats ... for those you who
cannot swim, thanks for flying Ocean
Airways." Often we approach parenting the same way-for those of you
who can swim, we offer support, and
for those who can't, we let sink.
These comments may at least be a
life preserver.
Joyce and I are often asked, "What
did you do as a parent?" Joyce contends we did it with benign neglectthe daughters seem to agree, with the
proviso that "you were there when
we needed you." Our daughters are
two young women with entirely different personalities and professions,
both highly competent, self-assured,
enjoying what they are doing, and, interestingly, both in nontraditional
fields. One is a Presbyterian minister
with a master's in theology, and one
is an astronaut with a Ph.D. in astrophysics.
For some of us, identity goes full
circle. When our daughters were
young, they introduced me as "my
daddy." Now, after my daughter Bear
preaches, I am introduced as Bear's
father, and headlined in the paper
after the Governor appointed me
was, "Sally Ride's father appointed to
CSU Board of Trustees."
The four of us have been thinking,
although not too seriously, about

writing a book dealing with the family. Prospective titles are as far as we
have gotten. Bear's title is "Two Tickets to Heaven"; Joyce's title is "Raising Children for Fun and Profit"; and
mine is "Which Daughter?" The reason for mine is an important concept.
People continually come up and say,
"Aren't you proud of your daughter?"
and my response is, "Which daughter?" Too often, either consciously or
by omission, we put down members
of our families, by ignoring one or
playing up the other. This makes it
difficult for family members to develop their own personalities. How
many times has the spouse been introduced as so and so's wife or husband, as though they had no identity
of their own? One thing we stressed
in our family was the uniqueness of
each member. Each member is an individual with his or her own needs
and personality. This, I believe, is essential for a healthy family-that
each member develop his or her own
identity and be accepted and respected for who they are.
If there was a magic formula for
raising children, we would patent it
and make a fortune, but obviously
there is no such thing. However, let
me make a few observations.
I. In raising children, as in everything, luck is involved. And certainly,
when you think of raising children in
the sixties, luck was a part of it. But
as in all things, luck is only a small
part. In many instances we make our
luck-and too often we use luck as a

way to rationalize our shortcomings.
Too many people assume that circumstances are beyond their control
and that they can do little about itthis I don't believe. We have a great
impact on our own destinities and on
those around us.
2. It is imperative that a climate be
established in the family where each
member is allowed to be different
and to be respected as an individual.
As we remember it, Sally's first word
was "no" and Bear's was "thank you."
Differences and individuality should
not only be tolerated, but encouraged.
3. In raising children, there should
be no preconceived ideas as to what
the child will be when he or she
grows up. This is an impossible task
anyway, for most of us never do grow
up. We tend to force people into roles
that please us rather than what
pleases them. This leads to a frustrated adult life, and this frustration
and unhappiness is manifested not
only in a person's vocation, but also
in family interpersonal relations. In
addition, a child should not be told
that there are things he or she cannot
accomplish. In thinking back, I guess
we did place one limit on Sally .. . we
had to tell her that a future as quarterback for the LA Rams or a shortstop with the LA. Dodgers was not a
real likelihood!
What we often do is to destroy initiative and creativity in the individual
by stifling this initiative, and society
thereby suffers a tremendous loss of

potential. Limits on vision should be
imposed by the individual, not by the
family or society.
4. It is important that time be
spent with your children. How many
times have you heard, "I've done so
much for my children, and they don't
appreciate it." You should do things
with them, not for them. A variety of
activities can be engaged in, such as
reading, sports or going to church.
Unless people are exposed, they may
never know what their abilities are.
We each take to different activities.
5. Children (and adults) should be
allowed to explore their interests.
And we should realize that these interests may change, and change often. The family should be supportive
and not be critical when changes occur.
Both daughters found that after
approximately one year their college
choice was not the correct one. Both
changed and had rewarding educational experiences. We had a call
from Sally in the middle of her senior
year at Stanford and the conversation
went something like this. "I'm young
and if I stay on one more year (she
actually stayed four more) I could receive a B.S. degree in Astronomy and
a BA. in English." This she did and
she was happy with her decision.
Education is important, but it must
be important to the individual. Too
often we force education upon children for the wrong reasons and by
the wrong methods. The wrong reason is so we can gain ego satisfaction

by what our children accomplish.
The wrong method is punishment or
financial rewards-$5 for an "A," or
punishment if they don't do well. Encouragement and understanding are
positive, effective and long-lasting.
6. Finally, one of the most important ingredients in raising children,
as it is in anything, is to have a sense
of humor. We tend to overburden
ourselves with problems. Serious
matters should be treated seriously,
but with a bit of levity. Humor keeps
things in perspective. Many problems
can be averted with a smile, or if not
averted, made manageable. A sense
of humor is infectious; it helps not
only you, but those around you.
Which daughter? applies to all of
us. Each of us is important, each of us
is an individual, and each of us
should be treated accordingly.
You are not somebody's wife or
husband; someone's brother or sister. But you are you. Be proud of it.
"Which Daughter?" is excerpted
from Dr. Dale Ride's address presented to the first annual Los Angeles Fatherhood Forum on June 16, 1984.
Dale Ride '45 is assistant to the Superintendent/President of Santa Monica
College, Santa Monica, CA, and a
member of the California State University Board of Trustees.
This article is reprinted from
Young Children, Volume 40, Number
2, January 1985, by permission of the
National Association for the Education of Young Children.

THE BIG PICTURE:
J. WILSON MYERS '58
by Colin Y. Harrison '82

W

hen most of us think of archaeology, we picture
close work-digging in the
earth, scraping carefully with tools
and brushes, revealing the past inch
by inch. J. Wilson Myers '58 takes a
larger view. He photographs ancient
temples, palaces and amphitheatres
using a blimp.
Myers, professor of humanities at
Michigan State University, is an aerial
archaeologist who is nearing completion of a four-year project to create
an aerial atlas devoted entirely to the
major archaeological sites of ancient
Crete. When done, it will be the first
such comprehensive mapping.
Camera-carrying balloons were
first used for archaeological purposes fifty years ago. But Wil Myers
and his wife Eleanor Emlen Myers,
who work together in a research
partnership, have updated the technique on over 90 surveys in the Mediterranean region. They employ an
unmanned, 33-foot blimp with radiocontrolled, gimbal-mounted cameras. (The future may hold further refinements; Myers is considering
mounting a closed-circuit television
camera on the blimp. This would allow a continuous bird's-eye view
valuable when positioning the cameras.)
Why a blimp? Myers says a blimp
provides camera stability and precision very difficult to achieve with an
airplane or helicopter, especially at
low altitude. Moreover, he says, the
technology for high-resolution airplane photography remains military
information not released for civilian
use.
On site, in Crete or Greece, the
Myers and their field team wait for a
bright, absolutely calm day. In open
country the balloon is inflated on the
spot with hydrogen; thus, smoking is
prohibited, for, as Myers says, "a
blimp will burn rather crisply, like a
Christmas tree." The team raises the
blimp when the rising sun creates
raking shadows across the archaeological site. Were they to wait until
later in the day, the overhead sun
would nullify the contrast necessary
to capture each site's surface detail.
The blimp is positioned between
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20 feet to one-half mile above the
earth. If it is to be set high, Myers will
send up trial balloons to test turbulence in the upper air. These are
studied by binocular. Once the blimp
is elevated, it is centered by ground
spotters, communicating by walkietalkie. Myers then anchors the blimp
in that position for the actual shot,
1
which is triggered by Ellie Myers
through the radio control. He says
the blimp flies "into the wind like a
cigar with fins."
Wearing horsehide gloves, Myers
holds the main line, feeling the play
of the wind. If the wind becomes too
strong, the blimp must be quickly
brought down, for wind-whipped
blimps can drag several men along
the ground.
The blimp, made of nylon fabric
coated with urethane, has an expansion panel in its belly, allowing the
blimp to keep its aerodynamic shape.
When the big balloon rises to higher,
cooler and less dense air, it expands,
and when it descends, it contracts. If
the balloon did not expand, it would
explode; if it did not contract, its
streamlined shape would cave in and
catch the wind like a sail, snapping
the securing lines.
"It is rather easy to lose a balloon," notes Myers. "We are pretty
careful about how we handle the
ropes and the knots. Some people
who have thought of this type of work
as a photographer's job, assigned
photographers and lost their balloons." When pressed he recounts
whispered tales of others' balloon
mismanagement-accounts of balloons disappearing into the void, bal-

loons dumping expensive camera
equipment into rivers.
Just as Myers works against the
clock to get shots before the sun gets
too high, he is also racing another
clock, this one much slower but infinitely more ominous. "Many of these
sites are very fragile and are rapidly
deteriorating from erosion and acid
rain. We salvage images to allow
scholars in the future to examine
these sites," he says. Through the
preservation of these images, scholars will be able to study the complex
design of sites such as the Minoan
palace at Mallia, Crete, which comprises dozens of rooms, including
grain storage cells, a royal reception
hall, staircases, sleeping quarters and
a central courtyard.
The atlas is being jointly sponsored by Michigan State University,
the National Endowment for the Humanities and the American School of
Classical Studies at Athens. "We believe that with the high-resolution
photographs in the atlas, an expert
can spot relationships not available
in drawings," Myers says. The large
book will contain 43 entries, each
with a site photograph (the larger
sites will also have detail photographs), interpretive drawings, and
bibliography. The atlas will function
not only as a research tool but as a
site guide for students and visitors.
Myers' roundabout road to aerial
archaelogy demonstrates his candidacy as a modern Renaissance man.
Transferring to Haverford from Cornell, where he had studied engineering for two years, Myers completed
an English major in 1958.lt was at
Haverford that he first studied Greek
with Professor Arnold Post. He won a
Woodrow Wilson Fellowship and attended Berkeley, where he wrote his
doctoral dissertaion on Mark Twain.
As professor of humanities at Michigan State, he teaches Greek and Roman history and literature. On sabbatical in 1972, he and Ellie were staff
members at the sanctuary of Apollo
excavation, a site located in the ancient city of Halieis in southern
Greece. There they joined a team doing a survey with a spherical balloon.
Before long he and Ellie had orga-

nized their own balloon survey program for the Mediterranean.
Perhaps equally important is
Myers' background in sailing and
flying. He holds a private pilot's license and at one point owned a 40foot schooner. He credits sailing with
providing him with an understanding
of knots, rope handling and wind
forces. Flying taught him to judge
weather patterns and to conceptualize what the earth looks like from
the sky .•
Diverse talents are necessary in
such a curious synthesis as aerial archaeology, and it looks as if even
more talents will soon be needed by
specialists like Myers. He is now involved in the NASA Advisory Committee for Archaeology, which is investigating the application of satellite
multi-spectral scanning analysis
techniques to archaeology. Because
satellite scanning technology can be
linked to computer programs that
sort magnetic tape information into

colors for visual display, archaeologists theoretically would be able to
scan sections of the earth by variables such as rock type, soil density,
soil moisture and humidity of ground
vegetation to elicit computer-generated color patterns that represent
unfound archaeological sites.
That's in the not-too-distant future. Wil and Ellie are planning a
move to Boston University to join the
archaeology department and the
newly formed Remote Sensing Center
there. Wilson Myers will don the cap
of research professor in archaeology.
For now though, they are planning a
second volume of the atlas, which
may comprise the sites of ancient
Greek Macedonia, the Greek part of
Cyprus or the Greek temples of Sicily.
"There's plenty of work to do," he
says.
Colin Y. Harrison '82, formerly assistant editor of this magazine, is a
student at the University of Iowa Writer's Workshop.

REPORTING FROM A CONFLICT ZONE
by Abigail Adams '82
he bone-white walls of the U.S.
Embassy in San Jose, Costa
Rica, were stained with marks
resembling puncture wounds. Protesters had lobbed red paint bombs at
the Embassy, and the bloody smears
attracted a growing crowd, greatly
agitating the Civil Guards on duty. I
had heard about the incident while
reporting on a peace march, and I
joined the spectators at the Embassy.
I finished taking photos, turned to
walk away-and was nabbed. The
Civil Guards, who had not caught the
license number of the culprits' vehicle, detained a suspect: me.
Held at the scene of the crime for a
half-hour, I took notes while the arresting officer described how two
people had managed to throw the
seven bombs at the Embassy. While
the cops stared perplexedly at the
foreign press credentials I produced,
the local press gleefully.documented
the incident, publishing my brush
with the law in the next day's edition.
I work as an English editor for Inter Press Service, a Third World news
agency, and as a freelance writer/
journalist in San Jose, Costa Rica. I
returned to Central America after receiving a Watson Fellowship to study
women's health care in Mexico and
Central America. After a year of working with partera, or midwife programs in Mexico and Nicaragua, volunteering in the Honduran camps of
Salvadoran refugees, studying the
model health systems of Cuba and
Costa Rica and visiting the Peruvian
altiplano, I began to work with the
San Jose-based Institute for Central
American Studies. The !CAS publishes Mesoamerica, a monthly newsletter of Central American news and
analysis that I first encountered during the preparations for a May 1982
Haverford-Bryn Mawr lobbying trip
to Capitol Hill. For a lucrative year
and a half, I edited and wrote for Mesoamerica, took seminar groups of
U.S. citizens to Nicaragua and developed the contacts and files necessary
to report on the region. (Ironically,
the day before being detained in
"tranquil" Costa Rica, I had returned
unscathed from leading a group of
Mennonite development workers to
Nicaragua, Honduras and EI Salvador.)

T
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Any young American woman starting from scratch as a journalist in
Central America has stories to tell
that rival the "Perils of Pauline." Such
as interviewing machista officials
who are more interested in taking the
chelita (blondie) journalist out for
drinks than in giving the facts. Or reporting on U.S. "diplomacy" when my
country's Presidential representative
to Costa Rica refers to the neighboring Sandinista government as "maggots" and "chicken thieves." Or
watching rivets pop out of a WWIIvintage plane's wing during a flight
south to strike-paralyzed banana
plantations. Or having another desperate reporter sprain my wrist in the
crush to shove mikes at a contra
commander arriving at the airport.
Or working in a country where a U.S.
journalist was convicted of "illegal
practice of the profession" and sentenced to jail, because he is not accredited in Costa Rica. Catch 22: credentials are only given to graduates
of the University of Costa Rica's journalism school.
San Jose, for the most part though,
is a mundane middle-class setting in
which to work and live. I live in a little house with a patio, pumpkin vine
and cat, one hundred meters east of
the Bar "La Guaria," as all addresses
in Costa Rica are given. The Miami
Herald arrives daily, the University
has a runner's club, and decent domestic beer costs 50¢ a bottle. Costa
Rica's hospitality and democracy attract people from all over the world,
including many Latin American exiles, and give San Jose a cosmopolitan air that rests as conspicuously on
this quiet town as lipstick on a tenyear-old. Working here, I find it hard
to think of myself as a reporter in a
war zone, but traveling around the
rest of Central America heightens the
surreal quality of life here. Dollar-

earning journalists covering Nicaragua, for example, lead an "eat, drink
and be merry, for tomorrow . .. " existence. In devastated Managua, where
the sun is hot by breakfast, unbearable by mid-morning and sheer hell
at noon with the worst to come, lobster meals cost 75¢ and the elegant
former residences of somocistas rent
for next to nothing. But woe to those
who run out of tampax or typewriter
ribbons, try to use the earthquakedamaged telephone system or rely on
public transportation. Over the past
few years, I have watched the polarization of the Nicaraguan people increase steadily; the foreign goading,
attacks and economic blockade have
taken their toll on the country's patience and reserves.
Working with my colleagues has
been one of the pleasures of Central
America. Despite the high pressure,
cooperation exists and old hands will
take the time to share their experiences and pointers with novices like
myself. And the people of Central
America have taught us much.·One
Nicaraguan peasant gently shook a
group of journalists out of the deadline-and-scoop mentality. As we wandered in combat zones during Nicaragua's Election Day, looking for
contras and fraud, he pointed out that
the unmarked green jeep in which we
were riding was a likely mortar target.
Some journalists don't receive a
warning. During a routine press conference held in the Nicaraguan contra
camp of Eden "Commandante Zero"
Pastora-dubbed "Commandante
Kodak" by the press corps because of
his passion for publicity-a bomb
took four lives and mutilated most of
the journalists present. Eden Pastora
did not die, but he left my friend and
tutor Linda Frazier to become the
fourteenth casualty of the Central
American correspondents.
In the midst of the worst economic
crisis of its history, Costa Rica, which
constitutionally abolished its army in
1949, is inextricably involved in the
regional conflict. Although President
Luiz Alberto Monge has proclaimed
this country to be a neutral state in
the armed conflicts of other nations,
his administration is under heavy
pressure to militarize.

The United States earned the respect and love of the Costa Rican
people after years offriendly relations, but now it has yet to recognize
officially Costa Rica's neutrality, and
has stepped up military aid to this
country. Costa Rican police have received "anti-terrorist" training at the
U.S. Military School of the Americas,
formerly located in Panama. Costa
Rica's President Monge has politely
turned down repeated offers by the
U.S. Embassy to send as many as
1,000 National Guard engineers to
build roads and walls, again near the
northern border. The Voice of America has placed a Spanish language
transmitter near the border with
Nicaragua; many members of Costa
Rica's governing party fear this step
will violate the country's neutrality.
In March 1985, the U.S.S. "Iowa" paid
a courtesy call to Costa Ricaequipped with nuclear Tomahawk
missiles, directly violating Costa Rica's commitment to the Tlatelolco
treaty against nuclear arms.
In September 1984, the Reagan Administration announced that it would
send $7 million in aid to this country
(the size of West Virginia), providing
patrol boats, planes, helicopters, rifles, bullets, grenade launchers and
machine guns-and that $10 million
in military aid was projected by 1985.
This is the first time Costa Rica has
accepted "lethal aid" from the U.S.
Pressures on Costa Rica are. cornpounded by internal factors as well.

In early December, a street vendor
mutiny broke out in the market district of the capital; my friends and I
watched the televised broadcast in
astonishment as we saw police intervene with tear gas. "The kids have
started to play with their toys," remarked an Argentine editor.
A year and a half after the neutrality proclamation, the national media
is filled with daily alarms about Nicaraguan incursions, speculated invasions and international terrorism.
One of my friends, a Costa Rican writer, describes the campaign as "an attempt to create an atmosphere of
vulnerability and instability so that
the peaceful Costa Rican people will
accept militarization." Given the high
stakes at play, journalists reporting
for both the Costa Rican and U.S.
communities have a heavy responsibility.
Sometimes when I'm mucking
about trying to piece together these
dirty secrets, I wonder if I left behind
the world's deep mysteries forever
when I closed the books at Haverford.
Then I'll finish a piece that I'm particularly proud of, or spend an afternoon talking with friends about their
hopes and dreams for their country,
their Central America. The other day,
I received a letter from a former ICAS
student intern. She wrote that one of
my articles on El Salvador's internal
refugees had been reprinted in the
Clergy and Laity Concerned bulletin
and that her church in Baltimore had
found it useful when considering the
sanctuary movement in the States.
The congregation decided to join-a
difficult step that may lead them to
civil disobedience.
James Reston of The New York
Times once observed that "Americans will do anything for Latin America, except read about it." I think that
this attitude is changing, as people
become more aware of the U.S. role
in the southern continent, of our interdependence, our mutual history
and of our ignorance about our
neighbors. I am constantly urged by
Nicaraguan contras and revolutionaries alike, by Salvadoran refugeesand by desperate Costa Rican tourism officials-to "Tell your people
the truth." It's a complicated truth to
tell.

THE ECONOMICS OF CARING:
MAURICE CUFFEE '82

E

conomics or medicine? Maurice Cuffee did not have to decide between them; he wants
them both. Maurice Cuffee is a thirdyear medical student at the University of Maryland at Baltimore. He is not
your average student; he has a BA. in
economics and during his summers
he is working toward his master's in
business administration.
Why medicine, then? "Medicine allows you some diversity. It is one of
the ways a person can still be a jack
of all trades." Cuffee believes a physician can be a healer, a social worker
and a politician fighting for human
rights all at once. This allows physicians to help people in many ways.
The difference between Cuffee and
many of his colleagues is his acute
awareness of the business side of
medicine and the necessity for doctors to become increasingly business-minded. "While a physician's
primary concern should always be
saving lives, we cannot let costs get
so high as to price patients out of the
health care system." Cuffee feels that
many physicians are not developing
a holistic view of medicine. For example, what good does it do to treat a
patient, even for free, if one then prescribes medications that the patient
can't afford?
The problems might lie in the fact
that medical students are taught in a
structured system that does not include things like the economics of
medical practice. As a result, many
new physicians find it very difficult to
establish a practice and to keep it
cost effective once it is established.
"The alternatives to rising costs
that we've set up, however, don't appear as good as was hoped. HMOs
(health maintenance organizations)
were supposed to lower the costs of
medical care, and economically, with
increased competition and variety,
prices should be going down. Instead,
prices are steadily increasing without
a significant improvement in the nation's health," says Cuffee.
He feels that DRGs-Diagnostic
Related Groups-are the result of the
medical profession's lack of self-regulation and willingness to seek alternatives. "Because medicine would
not regulate itself, administrators
and politicians are starting to, and, as

a result, patients are going to suffer,
not the physicians, the hospitals or
the insurance companies." This, too,
will necessitate an increased awareness in economics on the physician's
part. "Doctors can't go completely
haywire with economics. If we forget
that the bottom line is still taking
care of people, that the bag lady deserves as much respect as the society
matron, then we might as well just
pack up and move to the suburbs."
Maurice Cuffee is somewhat of an
idealist; he wants to change the status quo by helping individuals. His
concern is illustrated by the fact that
he also works for the division of student services during the summers in
the Health Career Opportunity Program (HCOP) as a tutor, program assistant and newsletter editor. "I like
working for the HCOP program because I can possibly show others that
medicine, while being difficult, is not
the unattainable goal they might
think. And when they realize this, the

look on their faces makes it worthwhile."
He received his undergraduate degree in economics from Haverford
College, which Cuffee says "is a
Quaker college with Quaker philosophies that every now and then rub
off on the students and produce caring individuals." Maurice also was recently named oHe of the "Outstanding Young Men of America" for 1984
by the Jaycees.
This 24-year-old has a different
perspective about society and illness.
When he sees an alcoholic, a drug
abuser or someone less fortunate, he
wants to know "what in society has
caused these people to be what they
are." He believes that medical school
should teach students how to better
deal with all people and their respective environments.
This article was reprinted with permission from The Voice (December 3,
1984), a publication of the University
of Maryland at Baltimore.
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ALUMNI AWARDS
The Archibald Macintosh Award,
given for outstanding service in admissions recruitment, was presented
to Ronald A. Schwarz '66, who has
served the Washington, DC, area as
recruiting coordinator. Ron is an information systems analyst for the
MITRE Corporation in McLean, VA.

50th and 55th reunions of his class,
and received the 1977 Annual Giving
Achievement Award .

Edward Rosewater '30

Ronald A. Schwarz '66

The second annual William Sheppard Award, presented for outstanding service to the College in activities
such as the Alumni Council, regional
societies and career planning, was
given to Malcolm E.A. Kaufman '60,
who serves as the president of the
Haverford Society of Southern California and also hosts all the meetin ~
held in Los Angeles. He is the president of his own computer firm , Malcolm E.A. Kaufman and Associates .

An honorary Bachelor of Arts degree was presented to Walter Penn
Shipley Jr. of the class of 1919. Shipley excelled in his undergraduate
studies at Haverford , served as president of the junior class and as a member of the Student Council, received
the Spoon Man award, and was elected to the Founders Club. He was an
All-American soccer fullback in 1916
and 1917, and served as captain of the
soccer and tennis teams. After completing his junior year, he left the College to help in the family business
during the wartime absence of his
brother James '16. Shipley went on to
serve in the real estate department of
the Girard Trust Company and for
twenty years was the bursar of the
Germantown Friends Schools. He has
continued his contact with Haverford
as a member of the Corporation, class
agent for Annual Giving, and a regular
attender at Alumni Day and other special events. His father, Walter Penn
Shipley, was a member of Haverford's
class of 1881 and his son, Paul,
graduated from the College in 1951.

Malcolm E.A. Kaufman '60 with Omar Bailey '49

The recipient of the Charles Perry
Award for service to the College in
fund raising was Edward Rosewater
'30, who has served as a faithful volunteer for annual giving. He has been
an active class chairman since 1969,
writing not only the twice-yearly
chair's letter but the "Rosewater
News" on his own for distribution to
his class. He has been active in the
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Walter Penn Shipley Jr. '19

PROJECT SEARCH
The Alumni Association, with the
devoted help of the Alumni and Institutional Advancement Offices at Haverford, continues its efforts to locate
alumni who are recorded as "lost" or
"missing" in our files. Nearly onefourth of previously lost/missing
alumni were found through readers'
response to the three lists that were
published in HORIZONS. But the
numbers of lost or missing have
caught up with us again, and you will
find listed below the name and class
or recently missing/lost alumni.
If you have any information about
them, please contact the Alumni Office (215-896-1004). Any lead, no matter how small, can be helpful. The
more information you can give us,
the better. If you know the address,
that's great! If you know only the city
of residence, or the profession, or the
graduate school, or the name and location of a relative, that helps, too.
William G. Kaye '54 has spearheaded the Project Search effort since it
began in December 1980. He recently
contributed an article entitled "Haverfordian, I Presume?" to Currents,
the magazine of the Council for Advancement and Support of Education,
detailing the efforts of the great lostalumni hunt. Kaye noted that for the
first three years of Project Search,
over one-third of the found alumni
have contributed to Haverford, totaling over $40,000 in gifts.
From the warm letters received
from "found" alumni, it is clear that
the number of missing/lost alumni reflects our mobile society, rather than
a lack of interest in Haverford. So, if
you change either your residence or
employment, be sure to let the College know as quickly as possible. If
you are not getting periodic mail
from the College such as HORIZONS,
Founders Bell, or your Class Observer, please drop the Alumni Office a
note with your current address.

THE

NEW

POLITI

by Jack Shepherd '60

think feeding hungry people
should be a simple process:
Those who have a lot of food
help those who do not.
In reality, however, I am finding
that alleviating hunger is far from
simple. Food aid has become an important instrument of United States
foreign policy.
For the second time in ten years,
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace has invited me to spend
a year investigating and writing
about famine in Africa. And for the
second time in the decade, Africa has
tragically cooperated.
In 1972-74, drought and famine
created widespread hunger across
West and East Africa. The Endowment sent me to Africa, and in Ethiopia I discovered that Haile Selassie's
government was covering up a
spreading famine, and that the donor
nations and agencies were going
along with him. This was, in effect,
two cover-ups: one by the Selassie

I
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government, and a second by the donors, who were honoring the "diplomatic tradition" that no internal
problem exists in a nation until its
government says it does. For six
months, tradition won, and some

250,000 Ethiopian peasants starved
to death.
In September, 1984, I re-joined the
Endowment in Washington to examine Africa's continuing crisis. I had
been writing about this regularly
(The New York Times, August 28,
1983: "Feed Ethiopia Fast"; The Atlantic Monthly, April 1985: "Africa: The
Worst Drought of the Century"). But
the starvation now cutting across
some 21 sub-Saharan African nations,
and affecting perhaps one African in
every three, in some ways caught me
by surprise.
I was surprised by the persistence
of this famine, which now will last
through 1985 and into 1986. I was
also surprised by the similarities between Ethiopia's famine of 1972-74
and that of 1982-84. In both cases,
this poor nation became the symbol
of Africa's larger crisis. And I was surprised by the repetition of mistakes
supposedly corrected ten years ago:
the misuse or ignoring of the early

.,
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OF

STARVATION

warning system, the delays in responding to repeated calls for help.
Most of all, I have been surprised
(and not a little saddened) by the
cynicism and even indifference
among some members of the Western donor community to Africa's peril. Their response to my writing and
speaking about this current crisis has
ranged from anger to hostile challenge, where I had hoped for debate
or thoughtful criticism. Instead of
getting on with the issue of feeding
hungry people, I find myself engaged
by Revisionists and neo-Malthusians.
Here I must confess that I am one
of those alumni who have inhaled
Isaac Sharpless' admonition to the
graduating Class of 1888 that begins:
"I suggest that you preach truth and
do righteousness as you have been
taught ... " That quote (and the Haverford experience behind it) has
shaped my life and work more than I
care to admit. It has also gotten me
into trouble.

Let me summarize what I have discovered and said about the new politics of starvation in Africa.
I have said-and would enter in a
signed Haverford bluebook-the following: That the United States is the
world's largest food aid donor, holds
half the world's surplus grain supplies, and its President has access to
an emergency stockpile that contains
some 400,000 tons of food; that the
Reagan Administration cut food aid
to Africa during its first three budgets, despite ample warnings of
spreading drought and starvation;
that the Administration withheld
food aid from Mozambique for six
months in 1982 and attempted to cut
all food aid to Ethiopia starting in FY
1984; that the Administration and
USAID delayed responding to emergency requests for food aid from relief organizations in Africa for seven
months in 1982 and again for nine
months in 1983-84; that the Administration, instead, has increased mili-

tary aid to Africa by ISO percent
since 1982.
The Reagan Administration is
shifting U.S. foreign policy from one
based on need to one based on freemarket ideologies and U.S. strategic
and security interests. It delayed its
response to Africa's starvation for
political reasons. Africa has few lobbyists in Washington. Mr. Reagan has
few black Americans among his supporters, and fewer black Marxists.
Cutting foreign aid to Africa, even
food aid, between 1982-84 found no
opposing voice among the Administration. Withholding food from
hungry Marxist nations may even
have pleased the President's constituents and staff, especially, as one
USAID official told me, "that woman
at the United Nations." To this administration, cutting food aid to
Marxist Ethiopia made political sense
(despite the possibility of human
tragedy): the President's staff remembered that in 1974 drought and fam-
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ine had helped collapse
the Selassie government.
Revisionists in and
out of the Reagan Administration are now trying to rewrite history as
contained in my "bluebook paragraph." True,
since November 1984
the Administration's
food aid to Africa has
been generous, and even
unprecedented. But before that, the story was
entirely different. These
Revisionists seem unable to read the Congressional Presentations
from 1981 to 1984, or
their own cables and
memos. They wish to depict a far more benevolent and concerned Administration than the
facts, as I see them,
would portray.
Far worse than the
Revisionists, who simply
want to re-write a little
history, are the neoMalthusians, who have
come out of the woodwork and want to construct a new U.S. foreign policy. Their
response to my work centers on Africa's very serious population growth
rate of 3.2 percent annually ( 4.1 percent in Kenya, Ivory Coast, Botswana), and the realization that half of
all Africans now alive are under the
age of 15. These two facts mean that
Africa's population will double about
every 22 years ( 17 in Kenya, Botswana, Ivory Coast), and continue doing so into the next century.
The neo-Malthusians raise a question that troubles me greatly: "Why
are we feeding those people?"
It is often followed by an analysis:
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"We should let Malthus take effect.
By feeding them now, we are simply
postponing a larger famine until the
next decade."
The argument may continue: "We
should feed only our friends. If we
feed our enemies, we should give
them food only if they change their
politics."
Sometimes there is further comment: "We should tie our food aid to
their internal or economic change.
Or better yet, why don't we tie our
food aid to their undertaking family
planning programs?"
There is a thread running through

all of this that I find worrisome. U.S. food aid has
become merely a political instrument. Have we
lost our humanitarian
concern? I am disturbed
by the lack of compassion of these positions:
that food can and should
be denied to the starving; that we who have
food can play with those
who do not. I cannot find
the moral high ground in
an argument, or a foreign policy, that starts:
"You are starving. I have
food. I will feed you, but
first you must ... "
America has mountains of surplus food. Africans are starving.
Should we tie our food
aid to internal reforms in
:.! Africa? Which comes
~ first, the food or the re~ form?
.2
Or, should we feed
I the hungry as quickly as
~ possible, no strings at! tached, and help them
l get back to feeding
....___ _. 8 themselves?
Maybe that's too simple. But then,
I always thought feeding starving
people was a simple process.

Jack Shepherd '60 is a Senior Associate at the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, where he specializes in US. foreign policy, especially food policy, and Africa. He is a
1977 Haverford Award winner, and
the author of eight books including
The Politics of Starvation, which exposed the cover-up of drought and
famine in Ethiopia in 1972-74.

